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body has not been found.
months, and expects the great
a
There
is
eighteen
asks
of
her
concentration
husband
to
She
It.
general
i of money for all legitimate efforts and
presses
the ends of justice would be defeated. When the case came to President rebel bands
:
ocean
to
liners will be able
receive
before
he comes,
along the line of the So let her know
this is easily obtained, the
I am therefore of opinion that It be Taft, the undertaker who buried Wil- nora
POPE APPEARS TO
road between Magdalena and should he ever visit her, so she could and discharge freight at the wharf.
"sucker-hunter- "
and financial plungcornea the duty of the warden or any liam Jones apepared and made affiBE GROWING WEAKER. er finds himself
Hermosillo and it is scarcely likely arrange things to remove any danger
entirely out of busia
davit that Wiliam's wound was badly that
of his deputies, upon discovering
will permit Diaz to reach of a surprise. Letters from bankers LADY DECIES OPERATED
they
real estate business
ness.
the
Today
violation of the fish or game law, to powder turned. The attorney-genera- l
ON FOR APPENDICITIS.
Hermosillo without a
The in in Springfield, 111., show Barber was
.
Rome, May 12. Although the pope in Texas is on a basis quite as substanat once place the offender under ar-- . recommended clemency. The presi- Burrecto forces greatly fight
has taken longer than usual to recover tial as that in any other part of the
outnumber the once a wealthy resident of that place.
and present him to gome court dent decided there was grave doubt federals.
London, Eng., May 12. Lady
from his last attack of gout, he is country.
Barber was heavily Interested, in the
of
Daniel Jones' guilt and has freed
having- Jurisdiction by the filing of
who before her marriage to Lord maintaining his ordinary routine of
Madero Names Cabinet.
of Bland, thirty miles
camp
mining
a proper accusation. )
him.
Francisco I. Madero, provisional west of Santa Fe. The Xew Mexican Defies, was Misa Helen Vivien Gould, life and holds audiences daily. His
j, ?
Postmaster at Farmington.
Jones has served 27 years behind president of Mexico,
Replying to the second question:
named Is- - indebted for the above notice to underwent an operation for append- holiness appears languid and less enAustin A. Ball has been appointed
yesterday
the
equivalent of a
prison walls,
Dr. B. H. Shaw, formerly of this city icitis this morning.
The result was ergetic than a year or two ago, but postmaster at Farmington, San Juan,
sentence.
' and now of Los Angeles, California.
,
;
(Continued on Page 8.)
most satisfactory.no. apprehension is felt.
(Continued on Page Bight.)
,.
county, by President Taft.

Game Warden Thomas P. Gable will
leave on Sunday morning for Steamboat Springs, Colorado, to bring from
there into New Mexico, a car load of
elk to be distributed in three national
forests for propagating purposes thus
adding a valuable game animal, an
effort that will ba much appreciated
by sportsmen.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $893.88 from
James Sutherland, of Chaves county;
$472.50 from Cleofes Romero as convicts' earnings, and $2.50 from Game
and Pish Warden Gable.
4

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
12. Forest
Bolton, Conn., May
fires are again raging in this section.
At Bolton Notch, the New England
hotel was savea by pouring barrels of
beer on the flames.
Locomotive Spark Starts This Fire.
Albany, N. Y., May 12. About aix
square milts of fine maple and pine
and
forest land between this city
Schenectady are a blackhand waste
today as the result of a fire believed
to have been started by a spark from
a locomotive. The fire is still burning today but is apparently under con-
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"THE SUMMER'S CALL."
(By Mrs. Felicia Hemans.)
Come away! the sunny hours
Woo thee far to founts and bowers!
O'er the very waters now.
In their play,
Flowers are shedding beautv's clow

The Little Store
DENVER

"The Best

I

BREAD

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

IT

IE!

Southern

WE

GIVE

Corner Plaza,

REGISTER

TICKETS

Santa Fe.

Telephone

ALL

WITH

CASH

CO
No. 40.

pool room.

Las Vegas Optic.

Santa Fe Trail Markers.
The county commissioners have just
received three granite Santa Fe trail
markers from the Society of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
Come away!
that will be placed at three historic
Where the lily's tender gleam
spots along the Santa Fe trail traversing Colfax county. One trail marker
Quivers on the glancing stream,
has already been set at the tunnel
Come away!
near the state line and the additional
three, just received will be placed bs
All the air is filled with sound,
the commissioners at or near the folSoft, and sultry and profound;
Murmurs through the shadowy grass lowing named places: One in the
north corner of Ripley park, on the
Lightly stray;
site of the old Willow Springs ranch;
me
Faint winds whisper as they pass-Coone near the crossing of the Santa Fa
away!
and Rocky mountain roads, six miles
Where the bee's deep music swells
south of Raton, near the site of the
From the trembling foxglove bells,
old Clifton house; and one near the
Come away!
spot where the old trail crossed the
In the skies the sapphire blue
Rayado, in the southern part of the
Now hath won its richest hue;
county. The setting and formal dedithe
In the woods
breath of song
cation of the trail marker on the WilNight and day
low Springs ranch site will take
Floats with leafy scents along
place during the dedication exercises
Come away!
for the new Ripley park, held next
Where the boughs with dewy gloom Friday afternoon, beginning at two
Darken each thick bed with bloom,
o'clock. Raton Range.

PURCHASES.

Come away!

COLORADO NOW HAS
GREAT SCENIC HIGHWAY.

In the deep heart of the rose
Now the crimson love hue glows;
Now the glowworm's lamp by night

It Has Surpassed New Mexico in
Constructing Roads for Tourist
Purposes.

Sheds a ray,

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Dreamy, starry, greenly bright
Come away!
Where the fairy cup moss lies
With the wildwood strawberries,
Come away!

Canon City,

Colo

May 11.

The
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Foley Kidney Pills
-

QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

TONIC IN ACTION

r

and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says. "For two years V have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost
meant death to me at times. I used
several well known kidney remedies
which gave me no relief until I used
Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
tiuthfully recommend as they have
made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists.

...

-

im.

P

190

Incorporated

KIDNEY

5EUGMA

I

CD. I
i

Puritan Art Draperies
I

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME

i
1)1

I

Canon City and which runs
through the mountains for about five
miles is sixteen feet in width, finely built, well drained, and while its
every turn brings into view never-to-be- forgotten panorama, yet its real
significance lies in the fact that it
brings within easy reach of citizensof Colorado and her annually increasing thousands of tourists one of the
great scenic attractions of America.
Millions have whirled through the
Royal Gorge on railroad trains, but
few have seen it from
top on account of the hitherto inaccessibility
Now the 3logan of the
of the place.
people of Canon City, of Fremont
county and of the Arkansas valley is:
"On to the Royal Gorge. See it from
the top."
leaving

festivities in connection with the formal opening of the new scenic highEXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
way to the top of the Royal Gorge
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES Now each tree, by summer crowned and of the flower carnival which will
be celebrated here Friday and SaturSheds its own rich twilight round;
day, will be the most elaborate and
Glancing there from sun to shade,
notable ever observed in Canon City.
Bright wings play;
There the aeer its couch hath made The program for these events which
has been under consideration for
Come away!
Where the smooth leaves of the lime several months is now practically SEED EXTRACTING PLANT
completed.
Glisten in their honey-timPHONE 191 BLACK
FOR FOREST SERVICE.
Come away away!
The formal exercises in connection
held
be
will
with the road opening
Officers of the forestry service have
on the plateau at the top of the Royal
Gorge, beginning at 2:30 o'clock Fri- recently visited Custer, S. D., and perAROUND THE STATE
Charles R. McLain, fected plans for the erection of a
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
day afternoon.
one of the most prominent good seed extracting house at that point
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
roads enthusiasts in Colorado, will which will be used during the crimAnother Newspaper Change.
season for the production of yelpreside as master of ceremonies, and
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
J. D. Carter has sold the New Mex addresses will be delivered by govern-e- r ing
It is expected the
low pine seed
ican Homeland at Mcintosh. Torrance
John F. Shafroth, Hon. Clyde C. plant will be fully equipped and ready
ANY BOY
to
Mead.
county,
Irving
I
Dawson, Enos A. Mills and many for work by the time the yellow pine
CAN RUN
other notable speakers of Colorado cones are ripe this fall.
The capaThree True Bills.
THIS i
and other states.
city will be 600 bushels per day, or
The federal grand jury at Las Ve
ENGINE.
about 600 pounds of seed per day,
500 Autos Go Over New Road.
gas has returned three true bills. The
and if the crop of cones is as good
no
500
less
is
that
than
It
expected
petit jury was discharged by Judge
this year as it wa3 last, from ten to
new
over
the
automobiles
will
go
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
J. Roberts without trying a single
road Friday morning to the top of the fifteen tons of seed will be produced
to run without trouble or bother as Ion? as kept properly case.
canon.
Assurances have been re-- during the coming season.
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
ceived
by the local Business Men's
Dirt Flying at Meloche.
$100 Reward $100. ,
association
that big delegations will
Price $70.00
Madison, Wis.
The construction work on the Melo
The readers of this paper will be
come
Colorado
from
Pueblo,
Denver,
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your che dam is progressing rapidly, fully
pleased to learn that there is at least
of the concrete for the Springs, and many points even as
work. For sale by
science
one dreaded disease that
dam's cement core having now been far east as Garden City and Hutchin- has been able to cure in all its
FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. laid and the earth embankment filled son, Kan. The celebrated Cowboy
Hall's
stages, and that is Catarrh.
in as rapidly as progress as the ce band of Pueblo will furnish music.
Cure is the only positive cure
ment work permits. Over 125 men and The new highway, which was be Catarrh
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
40 teams are employed about the con- gun in February, 1910, and completed
a constitutional treatment.
same
November
in
of
mammoth
of
the
reservoir
struction
the
year, is requires
Cure is taken internal
Catarrh
Hall's
and an additional force will be added no doubt the first monument to prison
acting directly upon the blood and
soon to accelerate the progress of tha labor in America.
Winding and zig- ly,
mucous surfaces of the system, thereand
work, in order to prepare the reser- zagging through the canons
voir site for holding the flood water along the mountain sides in many by destroying the foundation of the
and giving the patient
that will come during June or July.
places cut out of the solid granite, disease,
by building up the constituRaton Range.
and, overlooking steep precipices, it strength
tion and assisting nature in doing
suddenly emerges upon the beautiful
The proprietors have so
Deal.
Closes
level wooded plateau at the top of its work.
Big
Morley
in its
curative powers
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
much
faith
Here one of the most
Richard A. Morley, formerly a resi the gorge.
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
sudKenof
America
sold
of
has
the
Las
magnificent
dent
sights
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
Vega3,
for any case that it fails to cure.
Not only is
wood apartments, corner of
denly bursts into view.
Send for list of testimonials. Address
street and Kenwood avenue, the vista of mountain ranges to the
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Chicago, to men residing in Colum- west, which culminates in the snowSold by all druggists, 75c.
one
of
newsde
to
a
the
Christo,
capped
Sangre
bus, O., according
Chicago
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
paper. The consideration was $500,- - finest to be seen, but the view to the
stipation.
000. The purchasers gave as partial east is no less grand, where Pike's
Phone Black
Phone Black payment 12..000 acres of wheat land Peak and the surrounding hills and
in Alberta, Canada, assumed a mort the valley of the Arkansas, sloping
4
gage of $115,000 and paid the balance away to Pueblo, add beauty to the
But the most awe aspiring
in cash. The building is eight stor- scene.
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
ies in height with a basement and sight is the view into (the depths of Phone us, we will be glad to call for
contains 52 apartments of five to ten the gorge, where nearly 3,000 feet your laundry on Mondays and Tuesrooms, with a drug store on the first straight down between the cliffa flows days and deliver on Thursdays and
floor corner. The annual gross rent the tiny thread of the Arkansas river Fridays.
and the railroad running side by side.
is said to be $60,000.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Nowhere else on earn? does a rail- are mended and buttons sewed on
road penetrate such a deep canon as your shirts without extra
Looks Like White Slavery.
charge.
Two little girls, named Ida and Net this.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 123
Road
Sixteen
Feet
Wide.
tie Hanna, aged 13 and 15- respecThe new road to this point after
tively, were taken back to their home
Lumber and all kinds
nut
and
A Lump,
at Delagmi by their foster father last
of building material
4 mine run coal
svenlns, liom whence they were in
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
veigled on last Friday by two women PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to euro
Ask Yourselves
named Annie Neary and Hattie Waif, any case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or PrA
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
Piles in 6 to J 4 days or money rewho brought them to Raton and kept trading
funded. 50e.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
them in hiding until discovered; by
officers.
Since
the
Friday, the fath
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
er had been on the trail of the party
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
and it was not until the first of the
the
THOVUS
Mar
of
assistance
week,
through
DELGADO, Mgr.
La Salle Restaurtan
shals Brown, Baldwin and Curtis
two
that the
young girls were traced
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Raton Range.
Telephone 11.

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Rugs
Carpets
FOR

HALF A CENTURY

THE

ft

Duplex Scrim

Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta

ii
if

Denim

I

Curtains

LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY

ft

te

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

n

K csiaDiisnea

P. O. Box 219

Phone No. 36

Groceries and Delicatessen

fault.

1

fob

I

one-thir- d

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

"TACKLE OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
,
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Forty-sevent-

'

Phone 14.

AND RETAIL

J

1
Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

K

RIDE IN THE MOON

Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Pool Room Employe Reprimanded.
A few "drags" on a cigarette in the Regular MeaU 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours
court room while the United States
court was in session this morning,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
came near costing Roy Walsh $5. It
is certain they cost him consider- French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 50c. who does
able embarrassment and perturbation.
your Cleaning and Pressing,
bench
from
toward
the
Glancing up
and those who are best satisfied with
the spectators' chairs, Judge Clarence
their orders in that line will surely
J. Roberts spied Walsh lighting a
refer you to us. We have built up a
cigarette. As Walsh, who apparently
work
is a fiend in the use of the "pills," exreputation for doing high-clas- s
haled the first lungfull of smoke, the
in a short time and at a very moderate
judge's gaven came down with a
We are pleased to receive
charge.
whack. Walsh was ordered before
and assure you before
family
trade,
the courtfl He was fined $5 for conhand
of
satisfaction.
complete
tears
burst
into
at
He
tempt.
thought
of going to jail, as he had no money Basket leaves Monday and' Tuesday
101 Washington Ave
to pay the fine. But Judge Roberts Returns
Thursday and Friday.
has a kind heart in spite of his strict
rein
room.
court
the
AGENCY
He
AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
discipline
mitted the fine and let Walsh go
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
with a strong reprimand.
Walsh
appears to be in the latter teens. He Phone Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
is said to be an employe of a local

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Julius Mur alter
TAILOR,

If Its Hardware We Have it.

WHOLESALE

LEO HERSCH

45

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

h

Screened

Phone

14

Wood

RATON

YANKEE

CERRILL08

Lump

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
fSr a?zt!
FDepof.
85
Telephone &5
Telephone
Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD CAIC

Improved add unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in IheEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUll OAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle H.rJ.

CALL

UP

Phone

9

rSsi fa Reel ? byCif
h to UYEOf U2L
a.

i

CHAS. CL0S50N

a

look's Pharmacy
Phone 213

MARCH

-

WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

look's Pharmacy
Phone 213

TEE
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and to the Republic for which
it
stands:
One nation indivisible, with liberty
Part and Too Often Its' The Back.
POLITICS
Prom
Most Santa Fe People Have a Weak Urges President, Governor's Mayors, and justice for all."
AR
weak spot.
Patriotic Societies, in fact, All
ha
Everyone
At
as
the
in
this
words,
pronounced
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Citizens to Observe June 14.
Too often its' a bad back.
pledge, "To my Hag," each one exFOR ALL COUGHS Af:D COLDS
Meet Both North South Twinges follow every sudden twist.
tends the right hand gracefully, palm
New York, City, N. Y. May 12, 1912.
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
v Dull aching keeps up, day and night
upward, toward the flag until the end
Bounds Trains.
To the President of the United States of the
est that the people of Albuquerque
Tells you the kidneys need help
The Future State.
Then all tickling in the throat. Especially
affirmation.
pledge
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
of America.
School
Teacher Now, yesterday listened to the little speech
For backache is really kidney-achSunday
hands drop to the side. The pupils, recommended for children and
the north hound train and arrival at
To the Governor ot Each State.
A kidney cure is what you need.
still standing, all sing together in delicate persons. No opiates. A Willie Green, you may tell me what of Governor Woodrow Wilson of the
Taos at 7 p. m.
understand by the future state.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid- To the Mayor of Each American City. unison the song "America" "My medicine, not a narcotic.
The youWillie
Ten miles shorter than any otter neys.
To the American Press.
Green Please, ma'am, it's a state of New Jersey in this city. The
Bee Hive on the carton is the
Country, Tis of Thee."
like New Mexico. The Den- professor is something of an anomaly
To the Officers and Members of all
way. Good covered hack and good
Cure backache and urinary ills.
territory
In the primary departments, where mark of the genuine.
Refuse ver Field and Farm.
in politics.
teams.
American Patriotic Societies.
Generally he becomes so
Santa Fe people recommend the
the children are very small, they are substitutes.
closely identified with the state of
Citizens.
Fellow
To
all
SeiMte
leak
ShlBfComfbjrttbl.
remedy.
Mr.
Otto
to
Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.,
repeat ths instead of the
affairs that existed on this mundane
We, the Three Tailors.
Agreeable to its custom for the past taught as
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St., Sangiven for the older chil- says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
pledge
Did you notice that all the Demo- sphere in the Stone Afre and other
ta Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in fourteen years, the American Flag As- dren:
more than the best. He writes us,
crats who tried not to delay state- previous eras that it is impossible for
Doan's Kidney Pills is lust as strong sociation reminds you that Wednes"I give my head and my heart to "All those that bought it think it Is hood before the house committee
al- him to detach his mental
processes
1911
134th
be
the
will
June
14,
the best for coughs and colds they
today as when I publicly recommend- day,
God and my Country.
ways used the pronoun "we"? "We sufficiently from the abstruse to take
ever
I
had
and
ed them in 1902. I was caused much anniversary of the adoption of the One Country, one language,
more
think it is still
one
want the constitution made so that a hand in that vulgar and somewhat
stars and stripes as the Flag of our
We Have Built Up
than the best. Our baby had a bad we can amend it." Sort of
suffering by backache for three years
Flag."
giving the plebeian occupation known as practic- The
of
public
country.
recognition
and my loins were so painful at times
In some schools, the salute is giv- cold and it cured him in one day. snap away, so to speak. Albuquerque al politics.
If he can do it and get
a
as
National
anniversary,
that it was all I could do to ge around. Flag Day
en in silence, as an act of reverence, Please accept thanks." Sold by all Journal.
away with it he Is a wonder. Wood-romore
more
and
each
becoming
year
relieved
Pills
Doan's Kidney
entirely
Wilson appears to have gotten
ct
unaccompanied by any pledge. At a druggists.
me and I had no return attack of the genuine, would seem to make unnecesaway with it. For this reason he is
as
its
No Shame.
the
Have
reaches
flag
signal,
station,
They
coto
secure
reminder
your
prominent men of both parties.
trouble for six months. At that time sary any
Having an official position on the now making more or less of a sensain securing the widest pos- the right hand raised, and held there
An Extended Speaking Tour.
my work brought on a recurrence of operation
house
is
and that the next or- tion in this country. His personality
and
until
the
returned
dipped
flag
The governor of New Jersey has a der of calendar, New
backache. I at once took Doan's Kid- sible observance this year.
Mexico is get- - is a peculiar one; a calm, dispas.sion- to a vertical position.
at the
business,
Then,
A
time ahead of him on the PaThe Governors of many of the second
ney Pills and they gave me relief.
a lot of advertising of various ate gentleman who talks clearly and
is dropped busy
hand
the
ting
signal,
cific coast. He has speaking dates at sorts.
medicine that lives up to the claims States have, by their proclamations, to the side and the
Among these Is the fact that has a determined jaw; a man with
pupil takes his
Pasadena, Los Angeles, San Francis- some mighty mean white men who progressive ideas bordering somemade tor it like Doan's Kidney Pills called public attention to the day and seat.
co, the
of California at say they are Democrats hail from times on the radical who nevertheless
do, deserve the strongest endorse- have ordered the flag to be displayed
The silent salute conforms
very Berkeley, University
on all State Buildings, and have in
at a Portland banquet and New Mexico. This is one of the moves conservatively with the conment"
to
the
and
naval
sa
closely
military
public meeting at Seattle where he kinds of advertising that does not servatism of the ripe scholar and the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 vited their fellow citizens to celebrate lute to the flag.
will address a banquet of Princeton pay them or New Mexico. Raton logical thinker. Wilson has been ac- Co., Buffalo, the day.
cents. Forste-Milbur- n
the
"silent
may
Principals
adopt
cused by some of the newspapers with
New York, sole agents for the United
Mayors of Cities, for recognition of salute" for a daily exercise and the men, thence back to' "Minneapolis and Range.
States.
this anniversary, have also ordered "pledge salute" for social occasions. St. Paul, ending with a speech at
having taken up outworn and visionLincoln, Nebraska.
Remember the name Dor.ns ana Flags to be displayed upon the municiary reform tenets. On the other hand
Of Course.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Governor Wilson's speech was as
take no other.
"If delay occurs the Republicans ' there is reason to believe from his
In large quantities and have
pal buildings of their respective GOVERNOR WOODROW WILSON
follows:
must
bear the responsibility," says A. experience in a few months as govern-A- .
modern facility for furnishing the
cities, and by formal proclamation or
SPEAKS AT ALBUQUERQUE.
Law.
Game
Violated
have
fellow
in a telegram from Wash- - or of New Jersey that there are rath- "Mr.
invited
or
dressed
their
Jones
best
and
Ladies
Gentleotherwise,
Mayor
and
very
rough
Lumber
Bringing with him Sostenes Ara-go- citizens to do the same upon their It Is Apparent That He Is Feeling !men: This is reallv a verv ereat ' ington published in another part of er practical siaes to the man; and
ot every description. We arc that
pleasure. It is very delightful, when 'this paper. This is too evident to! when a college professor steps from
of San Isidro, Deputy Sheriff En- private buildings.
the Public Pulse as to Candione is far away from home, to be! need comment after Mr. Jones pro-- the class room to a governorship and
enabled to make the very best prices rique Sena has returned to Las Vegas
Editors of newspapers, by
dacy for the Presidency.
nmda to feel that he Is not a. stran- - longed and elaborate atlark on the makes good you will have to admit
tor Lumber of such high grade. from an official business trip to the action among them all, have general
ediby
We will be pleased to figure on your, country. Aragon is charged with torial, comment and the publication
per, and that he is meeting men with Constitution before the house commit-- ! there is something unusual about the
N.
12.
PreM.,
May
Albuquerque,
man and sit up and take notice. The
contracts.
having in his possession the carcass of historical articles upon the subject ferring to make his address from the whom he can grasp hands and know tee in a determined effort to rush
is taking notice. They don't
he
that
season of the
is
all
These'
with
statehood
country
possible
friends.
o? a deer during the closed
through
among
Flag, called attention to the Alvarado veranda Dr. Wilson was im- fault of know Wilson yet. That he is an able
for that kind of game.
day, and called upon the subscribers to mediately escorted to that position, youngsters out there make me feel dispatch. Sure it is all thecan
see man there is no gainsaying; whether
at home, because I have the Republicans.
Anyone
display the National colors on Flag where he made a very brief talk to a particularly
been dealing with boys of that sort! that with half an eye. And to the, his ability will prove adapted to the
Day.
His appearance for a
good sized crowd.
great many years, and have Party of Democrats from New Mexico wider national field he is about to
School Officers and Teachers have was greeted by a volley of college
remains to be seen. lie is a man
yells of that sort a great manyjwl10 have spent so much time and
also arranged tor patriotic exercises yells by students of the University limes.
fort endeavoring not to delay state--, of intellectual eminence and dogged
of
New
Mexico
and
of
school.
the high
appropriate to the day.
"It is pleasant tn feel ttvit tn Amor hood, it must cause a feeling of real aggressiveness and the impression
American Patriotic Societies, Mayor Elder introduced the distinten months. They have hundreds of
we are nowhere very far away indignation to think of the Republi- - one gains is that he is a gentleman
Chickering Bros.
'(a
satisfied customers in New Mexico through their officers and members, guished visitor very briefly.
from home; and unless I am mistak- - cans stepping in and delaying things, who will saw wood with little of the
Bush and Lane.
his
talk eu
Immediately
following
and Arizona.
have stirred up popular enthusiasm
Albuquerque Journal
spectacular.
.Learnard-Lindemanin the
of the times, there Is
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
by public appeals through local medi which wa greeted with generous ap- something signs
Perhaps after all the best thing to
about
this
of
America
and
part
Schiller.
plause Governor Wilson was taken in more
ums and by observances of the
to them regarding pianos, prices
do Is to wait and see what Bryan says
Has
Spoken.
Bryan
characteristic
of
her
than
any
hand by the reception committee
of
Victor ,
terms will prove to prospective piano
It was with more than usual inter- - about him. Albuquerque Journal.
other part, for as you are
Learnard-Lin-dema- n
ine American People, from year citizens and held a hand shaking bee these valleys and bringing reclaiming
buyers that the firm of
them into
Co. will meet every customer to year, more and more and with a 011 the veranda following which he
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
cultivation, you are showing that incurio domitable
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in makinc sat- growing enthusiasm have celebrated was escorted to the Harvey
enterprise and unquenchrooms where he met a number
of able
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd ons the day.
hope that has made America
not
business
transaction,
other
After viewing with what she is.
All American Citizens are again in
This firm has purchased over six isfactory
gentlemen.
!
car loads of pianos during the past! of doubt and uncertainty.
vited to join in the public recogni- interest the Indian bianket weavers
"Everywhere in America there is a
in forward-lookintion of the birthday of the emblem ot and having himself photographed
CO.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
impulse. Even in the
our nationality. In many of the company with a bunch of the Puebat one lime men were im- N.
M.
:: Established 1900 States, pursuant to law, the public los, the visitor boarded his train, giv- east, where
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque,
of change
patient of suggestions
inschools, and also voluntarily in pri- ing everybody a cordial good-bySANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
where they cried out. "Let us alone"
The latest news from of New York. They have started takOrogrande
several
who
vate schools, exercises will be con- cluding
youngsters
are conscious that they are In Orogrande, Otero county is to the ing out ore and will send a shipment
they
crowded
around
car
the
ducted in celebration of Flag Day.
steps.
al- - effect
that a 100 foot drift is now to the El Paso smelter within the
As expressed in his speech Gover- the presence of a new age, where
Let us extend this practice. Teach
conditions
neces- - being run from the bottom of the 500 next few days. This shipment will be
tered
are
absolutely
the story of the Flag, what it repre nor Wilson was much pleased to find sary.
foot shaft on the Three Bears prop- - from the Maggie, as work has not as
sents, and have the young people such a live bunch of col.egians .n the
"America is regaining that impulse erty.
This property is owned by yet been started on the Little Annie.
had
a. pleasant little talk cf
city and
pledge their fealty and loyalty to it.
of throwing open the the Brice estate of Philadelphia
and Allen Culver is doing some develop-'men- t
altruism,
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
On the 14th aay of June, 1777, Con with President McQueen Gray of the
work on one of his properties
W. R.
gales of opportunity to Americans. has been inactive for years.
his
university,
gratificaexpressing
gress enacted: "That the Flag of
It seems that she Is more clearly con- - Refoer and associates have leased I and has recently opened up a good
School, 1911.
tion
Mexico
that
such
a
had
pro- sclous of this mission now than at
ivw
the thirteen United States be thirteen
The Orogrande
the old and well known Nannie Baird vein ot mineral.
stripes, alternate red and white, that gressive educational institution as any time since the civil war. At the property in the main gold section of Smelting company will hold a stockSix Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
the
and
New
that
Union
the
be
university
thirteen
chiefly
white
time of the civil war there ran the camp, and several men have
in a
stars,
holders' metting May 18. It is proPrincipal subjects offered: Gener-- "
blue field, representing a new con Mexico's young men are being eduAmerica a thrill of great is- - ready been put to work taking out ore, posed by the smelter officials to form
al History, English Literature, Phyin
cated
vital
the
stellation."
The number of
problems of politi- sues at stake and great things to beiam a shipment will soon be made to a combination with the owners of the
the
sics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
done. After that war we began to the El Paso smelter. A good tonnage Torpedo mines in the Organ
stripes having been increased by the cal life of today.
Modern Languages.
range.
He Couldn't Decline It.
admission of new Slates, the possibilrepair the injuries that had been f high gra( 0re has in the past been Should this combination be carried
Special Courses for High School In"I
am
to
not
think
ities of the nation's future developallowing myself
structors.
done, and for a long time we were
C. K. out, it will mean much for Orogrande
from this property.
ment dawned upon our fathers, the about it at all," smilingly said Gov- kept occupied by this work of reha- - shipped and O. O. Hootman have as it would
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Hartley
again put the smelter In
original thirteen stripes were un ernor Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey bilitation. The west has always been also leag(1 the Maggie and Little
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
action and encourage the developwhen
asked
the
yesterday,
has
restored
question
kept the breath of hope and nie properties owned by the Eddies ment of the properties in this district.
by act of Con
changeably
of Laboratory
Dollars.
(Exclusive
gress on April 4, 1818, when it was vhich has greeted him probably at enterprise alive in America. She has;
Fees.)
enacted: "That from and after the every stop on his tour; whether or kept the nation young. The feet of
Circular of Information on applicafourth day of July next, the Flag of not he will become a candidate for her young men have continually trodiCOUNTpY THAT IS
tion to the Registrar of the
while he was in Chama a company of
the United States be thirteen hori president of the United States.
"It new fields of effort and achievement.!
TRIBUTARY TO SANTA FE. eleven farmers from Kansas and Iowa
A
be
would
man
cannot
the cheekiest thing in the
zontal stripes, alternate red and
help but feel that there
investigated carefully these lands and
Ti.-- rl
white; that the Union be twenty world to seek that high office and is still in America that energy of
ft,a- -.
were 30 well pleased that they purAm,ri,
buoyancy which belongs.
stars, white, in a blue field, and that yet no man should decline it," is the youth-t- hat
chased sixty contracts. In the opinion
and chama Valley should Benefit
on the admission of a new State in oft expressed attitude of the profes to nations on the eve of great achieve- - j
of Mr. Foraker "it is such enterprises
Businessmen of This City.
in regard to that ques- uiuiJt.
to the Union, one star be added to
.ui uau uue ufin taiung uune C. M. Foraker, U. S. marshal for as this which will contribute
more to
the Union of the Flag; and such ad- tion. That Governor Wilson however, from such circumstances as these. New
Mexico, returned Wednesday the prosperity and good stable citidition take effect on the fourth ' day has that ambition in view is a conclu- That a man so far from home should
to Albuquerque from a trip to zenship of the state than can be atof July next, succeeding such admis- sion difficult to avoid from the very be so cordially greeted and made to night
and Tierra Amarilla, In Rio tained in any other way."
Chama,
so
much
!
feel
home
as
at
you have
nature of the tour which brought him
sion."
New Mexico. He says
Arriba
county,
me
feel is very gratifying
to Albuquerque for half an hour yes- made
Since the struggle of
the
this section: "It is a land of sun-- I
jof
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
Flag has become the symbol of a terday.
Its
wonders.
shine and scenic
mighty nation. It has been carried to
"It isn't likely that any
man
beauties cannot be described; but can (From the New Mexican of this date
WHY CAN'T NEW MEXICO
the utmost parts ofthe earth,
Successor to B. P. Williams
carry would decline that offer if it were
DAY? only be fully appreciated by personal
HAVE
POST
CARD
1891.)
ing liuerty wnerever it has
been made to him," said Mr. Stockbridge,
The climate and scenic
inspection.
Hon. Amado Chaves and R. K- thrown to the breeze.
Governor Wilson's secretary yesterare not all that one finds Twitchell spent
yesterday at
The stars and stripes, within the re- - day with a smile that rivaled that of Colorado Will Distribute Something beauties
there' but the soil of the valU?ys wiU
Like Half a Million on Saturday
cent past, have come to possess new his chief." There has been a great
counon
the
smile
a
broad
L. Bradford Prince is at Cerrillos
produce
of Next Week.
beauty for friendly eyes and new deal of talk all the way along the
No
j tenance of the
practical farmer.
today looking
after his turquoise
terror tor the foes of liberty.
line, about Governor Wilson in conDenver, Colo., May 12 The post where el3e has nature been so lavish mines.
We
I have purchased the entire stock of horses &
respectfully appeal to the Pres nection with the presidency. He is not
all the elements in soil
in
equipment formerly
Hon. E. L. Bartlett, the best and
ident of the United States of Amer an avowed candidate, but his friends cards to be distributed by the people andcombining
water and climate, necessary to most
of Colorado on May 20, under the
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
attentive attorney general this
have persuaded him to take this trip
ica, iu me uovernors of all th
or
the highest development
vegetable
States of our land, and to the Mayors through the country in order to let auspices of the Retail Association of
territory has ever had, has gone to
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or ni;ht
as
is
almost
soil
deep
The
Denver
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
growth.'
i'aos to attend district court.
of each American city, to herald the the people get acquainted with him
will assume
as to length. as you can dig, is 01 a dark, sandy
to furnish you with any kind of a, rif you may want. I will
Hon. T. B. Catron, as
coming and celebration of Flag Day, and in order for him to get better ac bulk and sizeproportions
over
or
crust
which are astounding. loam and will not bake
and
successful attorney as there Is
June
was
with
He
the
by
niwlnmati...
ndeavor to five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
mi.
quainted
)eople.
after being irrigated. The valleys are in New
we call upon every public officer ev never west of Denver before and the If stacked on top of each other and
Mexico, has gone to Taos.
will
and
1
ideal
require
for
18
to
down
irrigation
:
cards to the
:
our patronafe.
::
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John H. Knaebe., Esq., received a
ery teacher of the the youth of our trip has been an extremely pleasant pressed
made
to
be
effort
perfectinch, they would mane a pile 353 feet very little
telegram today from Washington stat
country, the editors of all newspa- and instructive one for him all the high, or a
The water Is superabund
height equal to that of the ly level.
court
ing that the U. S. supreme
the
instructors'
pers,
daily
way."
of
th
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Daniels & Fisher tower with twenty-thre- e ant and is ample to supply every failed to
take any action in the Santa
Mr. Stockbridge's statement is sus
youth of our land, to call public ataccessible
are
of
that
the
feet to spare.
valleys
part
Ke county election cases.
'
tention, to arouse enthusiasm, and to ceptible of only one interpretation;
The foothills ana mountain
The same cards, if placed end to to it.
Phone 139 Red
Santa Fe. N.M.
A little more backbone in the en
provide for public exercises and gen- that Mr. Wilson is feeling his way end in one continuous
line, will ex- - slopes carry million of feet of as fine forcement of the laws of the terri
eral celebration of the day.
toward becoming a live presidential tend a
distance of 208.333 feet, or timber as the country anoras.
tory seems to be needed.
We earnestly exhort our citizen tn possibility and an aggressive candiJuries,
Speaking particularly of the project
miles, the distance from
forty
nearly
and the officers of the execu
Join in making Flag Day an
no
nomination.
There
for
date
the
is
Chama
of
the
Valley judges
Denver to the town of Larksnur. Colo. now on foot,
event,
tive departments ought to bear this
aim us oeieorauon in 1911, a great doubt that he is perfectly willing to There would be
re500,000 cards in this i anl and Irrigation company, to
in mind. '
NEW MEXICO MILITARY WSTITIITE event.
Let us, from one end of our let the lightning strike him if it line.
Mr.
cliam all these valley lands,
land to the other, fling the stars and wants to. Meanwhile he is (governor
'
:
Roswell, New Mexico.
The cards if placed side by side Foraker says that there can be no
'
stripes to the breeze on June'l4, 1911. o: New Jersey to the best of bis abil- and end to end, so as to cover a gjv- - doubt of the feasibility of the plan
OUT 0FHEALTH
"The West Point of the Southwest"
May it greet the rising and salute ity and no one has appeared to deny en
"This company is now engaged in
space completely wjll cover 7,500,-Ranked by United States War Depart the setting sun, and float all
min-ut
day long that he has been povernor every
000 square inches, or 52,083 square surveying the valley lands and divid
nent as "Distinguished Institution." from every church edifice, school
is a very common expression.
since his election.
s
and
acres. ing them into ten acre tracts," he
feet, or one and
Are you one of the unfortunates,
Army officers detailed by War Depart
Enthusiastic Reception.
building, public and private and how- The First National Bank building, said, "and will later construct ditchGovernor Wilson arrived on the Calnent'.
w, iiuiiiuie, inrougn the entire
the largest offlc structure in the city er so as to bring the water to each and what is the cause?
land.
ifornia limited on time
There are hundreds of people right
yesterday has a frontage on Seventh street of tract. When the water system is fully
Thoroug h Academic course, preparinf
en 125 feet, and rises to an altitude of completed it will be turned over ah in this vicinity who have poor blood,
RALPH B. PRIME,
morning at 11: On from Denver
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Salute to the Flag for Schools.
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by a number of citizens including face it would cover a space
Pecos Valley, the tardea spot of the
equal to petual water right. The grazing and
hour In the mornlntr
cod liver and
Mayor Elder, Felix H. Lester, a for- three times that on the front of the timber lands are being surveyed into Vinol, our delicious
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made
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without oil
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a
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thousand Industrious farmers and ous offer?
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day when you
'
which Is as follows;
'
A case is reported from lelpsic,
begin with
DECLARED IMMODEST. artisans into New Mexico who will
Y'Mti&VK
The right, hand uplifted, palm upto the growth and Ind. Mrs. C. R. Catlin was troubled
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
add materially
ward, to a line wih the forehead,
W. 1. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Richmond, Va., May 12. Declaring prosperity of the state, and the citt with Indigestion was weak all run10 11. wane thus
ciose
and W. A. FNLAY.
Grape-Nu- ts
that the figures of the Amazon con- zens of New Mexico can afford no down. She says Vinol cured her
standing with
palm upward and in the attitude of
her
trouble, restored
quering the tyrant In Virginia's state greater service to this state than to stomach
For particulars and illustrated cata
FOOD
salute, all the pupils repeat together
Is "masculine, immodest and no render all encouragement to such en- strength, and made her feel like a
seal
lofue address. Col J AS W. WILSON,
slowly and distinctly the following
true child of art," Some Virginia terprises as He within their power new woman. Anyone in her condiSuperintendent
a Reason'
women will try to have a more maid- and means."
pledge:
"There's
tion can get the same benefit from
'I pledge allegiance to my Flag
;
Hr. Foraker ' further stated that Vinol. Capital Pharmacy.
enly figure cubstltuted.
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progressive people
amont the intelligent
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"Good roads are cheap. It is tha
WATER SPECULATION.
"Not a foot of land will be sold until long drawn mudholes that cost mon-thethat
water is on it," says an article in ey. It is the poor
best
today's New Mexican, speaking of an costs lives. Good roads are the
most permanent investment next
Irrigation project under construction,- .md
and that is the only safe and sane poli- to good government that a state can
watch-dais- ,
cy to pursue, in order to avoid scan- have. Indeed, they need less
if not disaster. The ing than good government does, and
water speculator is busy in New Mex- - last longer. Get together for good
ico and is selling lands and water t roads."
rights with no certainty that he will
THE DOUBLE CROSS,
be able to deliver the water on the
The members of the House
lands. A Denver dispatch quoted here-- .
shows that the federal govern-- ; miyee on territories, seem to have
ment will check fake enterprises as
on to the double cross game
much as possible but there are under--; caught
few Democrats at Washing-stampethat
the
takings which, while they can not be
as "fake", yet dwell in the ton are playing to delay New Mexico's
borderland, in the shadow, between admission, at least Representative
the bona-fidundertaking and the Legare of South Carolina, a member
merely
speculative project, which of the committee, according to thee
may or may not make good. Says printed proceedings, before the cora-thmittee, said:
dispatch:
"Special agents of the interior de-- : "It does seem to me, and I want to
partment who have been looking up1 go on record here," that this is very
fake land promoters in Colorado have unfair to members of this committee,
completed their work, and it is said that these gentlemen who are protestthat before lone some sensational dis- - ing against the constitution should
closures will be made.
vote
"Thp nnrtirnlar attention of tne for one was ready and willing to
for this constitution just as it stood
to
land
been
directed
has
agents
and never for an instant thought of
agents witii irrigation projects. It is
a peace compromise
until
offering
sevdiscovered
said that taey have
oral nmiortB artvprtispri as irrigated tnese four gentlemen raised certain
and
land
the aatr rights arp all Questions before this committee,
I think there are other members of
no
water
is
but
and,
that
there
right,
committee who felt the same way.
furthermore, there can be no water, this
11 lu uu
mnnwuKu
because the streams have been far 1
THAT IF THKHK IS A.N Y UJb.LA Y l.N
IT
CAUS
THIS
BEING
IS
"For many months the interior de- ED ORMATTER,
HAS BEEN CAUSED BY THK
partment has been at work on this QUESTIONS RAISED BY THESE
investigation at the solicitation of the FOUR GENTLEMEN WHO HAVE
"m
I;,,! WIRED TO THE CONTRARY TO
they are held responsible f or the
pHEIR HOME PEOPLE. I was ready
to vote for tne constitution as it stood
,
, ,
u anu ajc, u
00 lU?
Jn
tQ gaUsfy them j haya
skeptical about Colorado lands,
endeavoring to brill about a
d'stncts!
PrVen
Ce?lu;
compromise of the matter, and I think
While no word is given out, it ,slhelr
j
t nome h ,fl know jL
1
R seems to me they are playing one
torney general, who is back in town,
witn us and
another con.
a Bieuu ueai ui miOrumUou;ditl0n t() theIrhomewlrlng
people
"
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over when he returns to Washington. A
company should be organized to
"The land fakes in Colorado have
tent city In the
been the subject of bitter denuncia- - provide a
de los Frijoles.
There is no
i
k
i,!Rito
iQrftfmt
i.vuo uj icgiumaic iaiiu agcuia Ul LUC
doubt that such undertaking would be
state for three years.
of
benefit .to this community
The New Mexico supreme court and greatshould
At
it
takes cognizance of this state of af- least a dollar aprove profitable.
day rental could be
fairs against which New Mexico must secured for a tent
furnished w.ith a
guard in the recently decided case of few articles for
aght
&
v.
et
Norton
Hinderlider and even if rented for housekeeping,
Young
al.,
only thirty days
in which it says:
a reeach year, this would
"It is, for instance, obviously for turn on the cost. The guarantee
possibilities of
the public interest that investors such a tent'
city, especially, if the
should be protected against making road to
the Frijoies is maintained, are
worthless investments in New Mexi- very
great, for there a number of
co, and especially that they should not families in
this city who would be
be led to make them through official
certain to summer in the Rito if such,
approval of unsound enterprises. If accommodations were available. But
there is available, unappropriated it is not for
water of the La Plata river for only ions are to bethese, that accommodatprovided, but to take
five or six thousand acres of land, it
care of the large number of people
would be contrary to the public interest that a project for irrigating four- who will come to Santa Fe in the
teen thousand acres with that water future ju3t for the purpose of viewing
Fortunately,
should receive an official approval the cliff dwellings.
which would, perhaps, enable the pro Judge A. J. ADbott already has a
moters of it to market their scheme, beautiful home on the Rito and would
to sell stock reasonably sure to be- probably consent to oecome custodian
come worthless, and land which could of such a tent city' for nominal comnot be irrigated, at the price of irri- pensation, and perhaps open a com
gated land. Such a proceeding would missary at which supplies could be
in the end result only in warning cap- bought for those who wish to keep
The plan is feasible and can
ital away from the territory. Tne house.
failure of any irrigation project car- be made profitable.
ries with it not only disastrous conseAN IMPORTANT DECISION,
quences to its owners and to the farmers who are depending on it, but beIn a very little case, the Interstate
sides tends to destroy faith in irriga- Commerce Commission has rendered'
tion enterprises generally."
a big decision, says Success Maga
A suburban electric rauway
zine.
GOOD
ROADS FOR SCENIC PUR- - from Washington to Mount
Verno'i
POSES.
has been ordered to reduce certain
The dedication of the Canon
far,es from- fifteen to ten cents. Not
Gorge highway today in Colo- very exciting, considering that there
rado, demonstrates the fact that the are only nineteen miles of the enCentennial state is wide awake to the tire road.
advantage of making great scenery
But the Commission ordered the reaccessible through state-buil- t
roads. duction on the sole ground that it
Colorado realizes that it is not the found that the road should be valued
duty of the state, primarily, to build at only $32,000 per mile, wliile it was
traffic highways such as each town
capitalized at and earning returns
and county ought to build and main- upon
The Commis$207,000 a mile.
tain itself, but such roads as counties sion characterized this as obvious
and communities would not build of
holding that the
their own volition, like the scenic overcapitalization,
company was entitled to a fair refor
highways
instance, up the Santa turn oh the actual investment and no
Fe and Gallinas canons between Santa Fe and Las Vegas. Colorado. plans more, e and so ordered a reduction of
per cent in rates!
to build a thousand miles of scenic thirty-threThe precedent is about as big as
highways "at once." Says the Dencould possibly be established.
With
ver News:
"These declared roads are only a its present powers over rates, Une
Commission
could
adjust every
beginning. They could be put through
in a very short time. They would freight rate in the land according to
make but a skeleton of such a sys- that reasoning; and there is reason
tem of roads as France has, for exam- to believe that it is making a precedple. They would cost but a small ent witl some such move in mind.
fraction of their real value to the
Moving picture machines, magazine
state. Yet these declared roads, when
completed, will give a 1,000 mile 'cir- writers, photographers, tourists, will
cle route through the chief show combine to advertise the DeVargas
places in Colorado; and will furnish pageant that is to be an annual affair
i". Santa Fe.
Its fame will spread
oirer GOO miles of side lines.
"The scenery reached by this cir- eventually to the ends of the earth
cle route.ls unrivalled. With the road and many a tourist planning a visit to
the Pacific coast will time it so as to
completed, this scenery would be
by automobile to tens of enable, him to spend the Fourth of
thousands of tourists; and the tou- July week in this ancient city.
City-Roy-

J
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COLLEGEMEN
IN POLITICS.
The Princeston Club, organized at
Denver by Governor Woodrow Wilson
for political but not partisan purposes,
has a great mission.
It will seek to
interest college men in politics, but
not from the partisan
standnnlnt.
College men ought to be interested in
pontics and their influence ought to
be for the good: there is need for a
little more idealism and less of the
More thought
mercenary in politics.
should be given to the science nf pnv.
ernment than to political expedients
to elect candidates to office.
The
fathers who -- founded the Republic
were imbued with that sort of idealism but today politics is viewed with
much the same interest bv th mass
es as a game of poKer is viewed by
a gambler.
Colleeemen
with ma
ture views, with a thoroughly grounded education, with ideals of culture
ana a little altruism, might and can
prevent many mistakes on the part
of the Nation and the people if they
would only interest themselves suffi
ciently.

HARRY

D.

MEXICAN, SA2CTA

E,

THEODORE

Kentucky are quite

J. B. read, Casuier,
F. McKANE, Assistant

Vte-PresWe-

Cashier.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.

:''

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

THE CONTINENTAL

Net surplus is the supreme test of a fire company's strength.
The Continental's net surplus protecting American policy holders is
larger than the net surplus of any other company.

shape and to make arrangements so
that the tourists can be taken care
ot in the Rito de los Frijoles, at
least during the summer sessions of
the School of American Archaeology.

1
Capital Stock
$150,000
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit Transacts a general banking business ta all Its branches.
en the most farorable terras on all kinds of

Loans money

A CALL DOWN.

personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency publico
private.
Interest, allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons fat tne banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.

H wouldn't smile In winte-rIt always made him cross
To see the roses blown away
Ana watch the dead loaves toss.
And when the wind was howling
Across the fields of brown.
He'd pull his coat about his ear
Ana listen with a frown.

He never smiled in summer
The heat distressed him so;
And dust and files pursued him ttmt.
most everywhere lie d go.
When hot the sun was blazing
And no cloud in the skv.
He'd mop his brow and swear that h
Was, simply "bout to die.,
A little while in snrinetime.

ft
1

The Palace Hoe

Restaurant Cashier This dollar does
not lobk very good.
Guest Well, just bite It, and if It's
anything like the dinner I just had, it
will taste even worse than it looks.

Httln whllo In
He'd deign to smile, but otherwhlle
wouian-- i smile at an.
A

n

And so It is no wonder
Hts neigh bo vs did avouch.

There never was another man
who had so great a grouch!

William Vaughn, Prop.
of the Best Hotels in the West

Onfe

As Compared.

ROOMS IN 8TIITS WITH PRIVATE BATH

Behold the hustling bootblack.
At work with all his power;
He, like, the busy little bee,
Improves each shining hour.

A SIMPLE METHOD.

diver-

In salaries and

alwages
most $40,000,000 a year is paid while
the cost of raw materials consumed
by the mills and factories is more
than $110,000,000.
More than 75,000
hands are given employment and
$175,000,000 of capital are invested.
Kentucky is not classed among the
manufacturing states, but New Mexi
co will have to multiply its industrial
Guest 'Pon my word, your chef Is
production by thirty before it is in the a
How does her think of so
genius!
same class with old Kentucky.
many new dishes?
Waiter Well, sometimes, sir, he
For three days the war of words
Just
the names of the old
will be waged next? week
in the ones! changes
Scraps.
House over New Mexico's and. Arizona's desire to become states.
For
three days the old straw will be
threshed over, the old, lying charges
Why He Rejoiced.:
will be repeated and all for no pur"I am going to ask moUTeVto eat
for
seems
to
its
be written in her next Sunday dinner with us."
pose,
the stars that New Mexico is not to
"Bully!"
be a state yet nor soon, but will have
"You aprove?"
to wait until the summer of next
"Sure! It will save ub at least
year to slide into the Union without flver."
oratorical fire works.
"Save?"
But the DemYou said you were goocratic House has to be kept amus"Certainly.
ed and it might as well debate New ing to have her eat her next Sunday
Mexico.
It is good advertising, for dinner with us. Now If we were to
even that kind of advertising is bet- eat our dinner with her, It would be
she who would save."
ter than no advertising at all. '
.

Evidently an Impostor.
"Did I understand you to say that
man was from Kentucky?"
"Yes."
"You must be mistaken. - He Isn't
from Kentucky."
"Yes, I am sure I heard somewhere
that he was."
"No, you're wrong. He's been hero
ten minutes and hasn't boasted about
It."

The amendments to the New Mexico constitution proposed
by the
Democratic majority of
the House
Committee on Territories, bear in
themselves the seed of their defeat.
for even though the New Mexico
Democrats advocated them at Wash
ington they ; would not openly dare
to advocate them at home, for even
the most rabid Democratic politician
is wise enough not to urge here that
Unjust.
the Spanish speaking people of New
"You are a hoodoo!"
Mexico be deprived of the guaran"How so?"
ties as to lury duty, equality in the
"You wished me luck when I was on
pu'olic ec'iooIs and other rights which
"
have Leen accorded them under ihe my way to propose to Miss
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
"Well?"
"She rejected meP
No effort should be spared to lo"Then why do you accuse me of
cate the writer of the
letters that have been received lately being a hoodoo?"
by sundry persons in this city. As
the letters passed through the local
BANG!
BANG1
postoffice, the Postoffice Department
snouid get several inspectors busy on
the case.
The science of ferreting
out writers of letters of that kind is
so exact that the detection of the inaiviauai is inevitable if the proper
effort is made. Santa Fe is too small
to harbor within its confines a desnicable individual of that kind for any
length of time.

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample ;
Room far Com- mercial Travelers

Unexcelled

J

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

For hire at popular prices Buggies and saddle horses.
CORRICK'S

LINE

HACK

THEODORE CORRICK,

"No, Herbert," whispered the maid;
"you mustn't put your arm around
me. We are watched."
Herbert looked around the dimly
lighted parlor.
"Oh, yes," he smiled; "I see there's
a rubber plant at the other end of the
room."
" 'Sh! There's another one that
you
don't see. Johnny's hiding there!" .
Ruins? Weill
"If you only had some ruins in this
country," said the foreigner, "it would
be much more interesting than it is."
"Ruins!" replied the leading citi
zens; "If rums add interest, we have
'em. Come around aad have a look
at the courthouse that we built here
about fifteen years ago."

Montezuma Ave.

.

88

AMERICAN OR '
EUROPEAN PLAN

"

BLACK

ATTRACTIVE DINING
kOOM-Go- od
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated, '
'
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

Proprietor.

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

CORONADn HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST

SI0RT

CUISINE

AND

ORDER

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED

IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY

HOT ABO COM) BATHS. ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
RATES 50c t
Every Room
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prtfrj;
a Oood One.
$1,00 per day

'

SOFT DRINKS

ft'

Telephone Red 25 and

your orders dclirerod.

Is Wtowtaf are suggested to the tbirsty as senetUog
Henpeck Caught a burglar In my
house last night
Hyson Qet rid of him all right?
Henpeck Oh, yes. I threatened to
call my wife if he didn't leave at once.

(USGEt ALE, WILD
K3TBEER,

CHERRY,

KLONDIKE

FIZZ,

LESION SODA, UtOft
COCO COLA,

dollars for a ticket"

...

:

:

SANIA FE BOTTLING WORKS

REMtY

KECK,

Proprietor.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

..

Even Admitting It
"Perhaps I know more than you
think I do."
"Perhaps tou do, hut don't flatter
yourself that that makes you a Ughr
orow."

EW

x

ss

nadefroa

filtered water

But the man who sells that midnight oil
StiU gets there Just the same.
Puck.

Nn Pear.
"I hone the lecturer we are to have
Husband Did you hear the storm
on social conditions will not give us
When It broke this morning?
talk."
Wife That wasn't the storm.
It any cheap
"Oh, he won't. ' He's asking two
was the new girlwashing the dishes.

mt ivOg

cool

Genuine Aztec Spring A&ineral Water
AS drinks

And Quicker.

;

Santa Fe, N. M

HE' LEFT.

The man who burns the midnight oil
May rise to heinhta of fame:

New Arrival What time do the
summer boarders begin to thin out
..t.
down here?
Farmer"
Ryetop Wall, neighbor,
they get thinner and thinner every
week until about the last of Septem
ber they are so thin they cut the
hammocks through and then we ship
them back to town.

!

o

-

on the Farm,

OneBfocfc WertoTcapSol

HANDSOME ROOMS

bla'ck-mailin- e

Down

jjj

Cdpjtcll Hots!
TELEPHONE

Caus-tique.-

That is a fertile idea of Dr. Edgar
L Hewett to cap the De Vargas pageant with a festival week in the Rito
de los Frijoles, there illuminating the
cliffs and caves and giving
great
spectacular plays illustrating the
civilization, the history, the life of
the prehistoric cliff dwellers.
Even
Ober Ammergau would be overshadowed by a pageant and 'spectacular display of that kind.

Prop.

132.

Still Life.

h

Twelve thousand tourists
from
Texas and Louisiana passed through
New Mexico last year to summer in
Colorado.
They simply did not know
that Santa Fe is cooler in summer
than is Colorado Springs and Denver
and that In Santa Fe's great natural
parks on the upper Pecos or in Taos
county, more magnificent
scenery,
finer trout streams, deeper forests are
to be found than in all of Colorado.

I

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
fnone BiacK

He Wasn't Mobbed.
"There goes a man who wrote ft
ragtime song about goo-goeyes."
"I am not surprised to observe that
on
is
he
crutches."
"Oh, he wasn't crippled in the way
Training.
"I think I'll be an explorer and take you suppose. He accidentally sprained
up mountain, climbing," said the sap his ankle."
donlc person."
"Have you any training for that sort
Literal Feeling.
of thing?"
"Did the boss kick when rou asked
"I think so. I work on the thirty-fift- for more pay?"
"He did; but I wouldn't have mindstory of a building whose elevator gets out of order."
ed his kicking so much if the stairs
had not been so near and so steep."

til

L:.v

hucjhes,

Santa Fe, New Mexico

In Las Vegas a man was fined $50
for not taking out a building permit and he paid it as well as the
rist; would come. They would bring
General Orozco was peeved because costs, besides being compelled to tear
Colorado much money that now goes
Two Views of It
to France and Switzerland. They Colonel Stevers prevented Orozco's down the shack he had built. It Is
The two met in a dense crowd, out
would add to the prosperity of everj attendance at a banquet which Mayor wise to enforce ordinances of that of which they vainly tried to extritown along the route. They would Kelley of El Paso wanted to give kind and it is a sign of progress in cate themselves.
m honor of the rebel fighters.
He Santa Fe, that similar ordinances
"I'm in a pickle!" cried the one
help every industry lnuhe state.
rA united effort 'by the friends of got even by preventing American are being rigidly enforced here.
who always took sour views of life.
"I'm in a jam!" sighed the other,
food roads In Colorado tall give us sightseers from crossing Into Juarez
circle routs complem in a very the next day and thus there came
Santa Fe started something worth who, to use her own words, was al(Tort time,' mti civ us It dreds of. near being another casus belli, and while when it undertook to Dut the ways in a "sweet mess.'
cz-- i
At any rate, both. were Jarred.
besides, 'excuse for American intervention.
r
road to the cliff dwellings In good

t frit

J. PALEff , President,

U.A.

AGENTS

Kentucky, according to the census
bureau bulletin issued today produces
in manufactures $225,000,000 a year, or
four times as much as the total assessed valuation of New Mexico. It
isn't all whiskey either, for the manuof

R.

N. ESPE

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

LAS CRUCES IS PROGRESSIVE.
Las Cruces is forging ahead of Santa Fe.
It has voted 575,000 in bonds
for a sewer and municipal water
From what the New Mexiworks.
can knows oi tue lay of the land
down there, however, $75,000 will only
make a start in securing these imA complete,
provements.
sanitary
sewer system could not be put in for
less than $75,000 in
that city and
water works that are worth while,
would cost $100,000 and more. Santa
Fe is much more fortunately situated,
for it has the purest gravity water
supply in the Southwest and its location is such that a sewer system
could be constructed for $50,000 or
less.
But then, Las Cruces is going
ahead just the same, and Santa Fe,
until it revises its assessment meth
ods, and statehood relieves it of its
portion of the railroad bonded indebt
edness, will have to content itself
with its present condition.

sified.
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MOULTON

HARD TO PLEASE.

factures

JT.

General Express Forwarders

--

'

The Prisoner at the BarNow, I
asks yer, genu of the Jury, if I'd
aot away with all that iwu ilka
they say I did, d' yer s'pose I'd have
Direa.uus nere little 115 lawyer V
defend me 7 Puck.
A' Pessimist.
"So you believe the worst is yet to

comeT"
"Yes.

Paris of The World

All
AVP

MntlPV

1V1V11WJ

inconvenience by Purchasing Welle

M,d

Ptrg0 Domertlc Money Orders, Traveler

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

!!&

U.

S,

,

Canada, ffledco

REMITTANCES SENT BY TBL&OXAPH

j

'

This year's Fourth . of July
celebration is still on the calendar of
fwturt eranu. ,

,

;

J. D.

BARNES, Axpnt

:

J

'
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CARLSBAD BOARD OF
EDUCATION HAS ORGANIZED.

PERSONAL MENTION

PAGE FIVE

M.

LADIES

Over One Hundreds
Cars of Stock
SPECIAL ATTENTION
Shipped Meeting cf Tubercu- Charles M. Stauffer returned last
losis Association.
evening from a business visit to Denver.
Carlsbad. X. M., May 12 J. Brink Remarkably low figures given on
A. D. Kidder, of Terre Haute, Ind., ef, the traffic
manager of the E. Willow fancy feathers, and a line
is here on surveying work for the
Railway of New Mexico, left for the of flowers of high grade for 10
north this morning, after making an
Call and be convinced.
T. S. Davidson of Denver, and M. D. inspection of the valley. Mr. Brinker: days.
uix oi umcago, are traveling men at has ooke(1 into tho farming and stock
i
,he Palaceconditions at this time to determine'
A
A. H. Ireland, tie inspector of the' .hat
may be done t0 proraote furtnec',
'
Denver & Rio Grande, is here from improvements.
U'ft
anday for
A. B. Itenehan returned L Mair E'. P; ?ujac
Attorney
.
10 lase pari in tne maneuvnan
uiego
atheifers, $2.4H(&u.G5; calves, $4.50Ct
last evening from Tao3, where he
ers.
7.00.
renuea aisinci, coun.
0ver one hundred cars of stock was
Hogs- - Receipts
12,000.
Market,
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Philips came in
last evening from the lumber camp at 6h'PPed from tne Carlsbad stock yards generally 10 cents higher.
Light,
the last few days. The shipments $G.00ifr6.40; mixed $5.80(5 6.32
Truchas, Rio Arriba county.
$5.8o
Mrs. Charles D. Miller has gone to were lo rannauaio ana Kansas pas-E- l heavy, $5.S0ffi 0.20; rough,
turesSheep 3.95(56.20;
$5.S5tt
pigs,
Paso, Texas, and Las Cruces, Dona
The new school board has organized C35; bulk of sales, $6.050.20.
Ana county, to visit relatives.
s
G. H. Russell of Santa Fe, is in Las with D. G. Grantham, president;
Market
10,000.
Sheep -- Receipts,
west- on business before the United ence Bell, vice president; and Dr. F. steady.
Native, $3.004.$0;
F. Doepp, secretary. The board has crn, S.'i.aOSx 4.S5: yearlings,
States court. Las Vegas Optic.
.wv
Romualdo Tenorio, - a Santa Fe'as yet selected only a part of the; 5.61); lambs, native, $4.50&0.C5; West-- :
ern, $5.25fC70.
printer, went to Estancia to take a teachers for the coming year.
Kansas City, Mo., May 12. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
The telephone business is increas-place- .
position on the Daily Herald at that
Xa- 4n0. Market steady.'
..
ing rapidly in the Carlsbad project and
Mr. and Mrs. W. I Williams passed the Public Utilities Co. is preparing tive steers, $3.25(g'6.15;
southern
southern cows'
through town on the morning's train to run another line through the coun- - sieers, $t.0()C(z5.G0;
en route from Santa Fe to Torrance.
.
ty.
(and heifers, $3.50 4.25; native cows
Estancia News.
A meeting was held in the Auditor!-- ' aild heifers,
$3C; stockers and;
a. uranam, manager oi me teie-ubulls, $4.00
$4.73f5.75;
Sun(lay njgllt on the suggestion of feeders,
is the Xatinnal Association fnr the Stndv 5.25: calves. S4.r.0;7.00!
phone company at Albuquerque,
western
here visiting I. Sparks, manager of and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
Thel steers, $4.7o(Q 5.85 : western cows,
local
the
telephone company.
housff was crowded. The mnvnr C, $?. 2S(f? 5 Oil
Stewart Van Vliet has returned from jj icienatheri presided. The princi-- t
ipts,
Market 10
7,000.
several weeks sojourn at and near pa aadress was deliverea by Dr. i cents higher. Bulk of
sales, $6.00
Buckman where he had a splendid Maurice Frledman, one of the best in-- !
CIO; heavy $;.00S6.10; packers and
.wu.m
..uV.v.c
u..m,
formed men on tuberculosis in the butchers, $C.0O6.12
light, $6.05
.
health.
!

CAPITAL 850,000.00

K) Summer Dresses

i
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Business

Does a General Banking

-

Your Patronage Solicited
'

:

1.

President
. H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
'
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

j;

B. LAUGHLIN,

' "

'

House and Street

MUfilFP

MISS

-

FOR

New Line

"

Crash Suits $8.00 &
Munsons Sun and Tubproof

i

'

INSURANCE

r

Real Estate
Property-Ranch-

Clar-Vega-

Surety Bonds

I

j

.

ct)

m

t

o

0

it,

h

Offices
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C WATSON & CO.
f

San Francisco St.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

.u.

"woef
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n

by inhalation of the
bacillus and indicated how infection
to conld be
prOTented if tne patient
the ranch last Saturday. Moriarty wnnl1 tQi.
tv,
rnor
Messenger.
scourge of tuberculosis was much
L. Bradford Prince is
greater than generally understood.
home from a visit to his ranch anj The death rate from this cause alone
also to the irrigation works mums was
The per cent of
astounding.
construction near Embudo by the La deaths caused by tuberculosis in its
Joya Irrigation company.
various forms was about
Mr. and Mrs. Jose O. Garcia of Cha- - among people dying between the ages
mlta, are visitors in the city. Mr. 0f eighteen and forty-five- .
The entire
Garcia is employed by Eldodt and lecture was clear and to the point, and
Rueth at Chamita and has been on a vas regarded as tle best address that
and hS ever been given here.
vacation,- - visiting Albuquerque

oou.a

r.

x.uv.ia,

om

iu..

SPRING
ould
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particular!)
CHILDREN
SULKIES
in
and
of
can
our
they
spring
enjoy the pleasures
which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.
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William-Euge-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Bond More People
Than Any Other Company
In the World!
MP
NATION
5 URET Y,,
We

WE SET THE PACE

i

v

., If you want
anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad- -

Johnson, the chief!

wai

j

THAT FLORIDA .
PROPHET MAKE GOOD?
.

i

irlTOVlEI&tlL

j

trj

At

A

Instead of Liquid
Antiseptics or Peroxide
now

.

Event8 the storm She Predicted
Seems on Its Way Here and
Will Be Welcomed.

many people are

A

Santa Fe'Abstract,

...

FOOD

A NEW BREAKFAST

using

The new toilet frermicide powder to be
dissolved in water as needed.
For all toilet and hygienic
it is
better and more economical.
To cleanse and whten the
teeth, remove tartar and
prevent decay.
To disinfect the mouth, destroy disease germs, and

READYTOEAT

us

V,

A

purify the breath.

purify the breath after smoking.

Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, flaky food to he poured out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but. is much better
than other flaked foods could posstbly be.
Kookt-Ot- e
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
delightful.
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourishA
ment and Kookt-Otrepresents the best form of oats that has ever
e

To keep artificial teeth and
bridire work clean, odorless
To remove nicotine from the teeth and

teen

produced.

Try a Package

j

To eradicate perspiration and body
odors by sponge bathing.
The best antiseptic wash known.
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
inflamedeyes. Heals sorethroat, wounds
and cuts. 25 and 50 cts. a box, druggists

or by mail postpaid. Sample

Crisp Wholesome Food

A

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic

Some days ago Postmaster Burke
received a letter from a lady residing
in Florida warning him that a storm,
earthquake and fire would visit this
region tonight or tomorrow, owing to
a lunar eclipse which she had discovwhere they spent a month's vacation. ered reading the stars.
William R. Beyer, clerk of the U.
Little attention of course are paid
S. Indian Industrial School has gone to these prophecies because we leave
to Taos taking two children home to that role to the .weather experts and
their parents. Mr. Beyer has arranged to the scientists. But this afternoon
A L ,
AN Y i
an. interesting program for fieVt day the heavy clouds which hung overhead
CO
which will be Thursday May 18.
indicated that a storm is brewing and
it may burst with great fury tonight.
Realty & Insurance Agency. edMrs. John Barnes of Santa Feon passher Rain will be welcome here.
through Moriarty Sunday
There are no indications that there
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
way to El Paso where she will visit
Mr. and Mrs. John Fielding.
Mr. will be an earthquake or fire however.
Phone Black No. 52,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Barnes went as far as Torrance and
Hears Rooster's Crow.
returned to Santa Fe on the evening
Harvey Lutz, agent of the Santa Fe
train. Moriarty Messenger.
and an authority on earthquakes, hav- Albert Clancy, son of Acting Attor-- ! ing seen a few hundred shocks at So- ney General Harry S. Clancy, and a corro and elsewhere was much connoted hall player like his father, has cerned this morning
over
certain
gone to St. Louis and it is rumored signs which point to an earthquake
that he will spend a few weeks touring coming here soon. He says he heard
the country with the St. Louis Ameri- - many roosters crowing this morning
cans. Mr. Clancy 'is a great batter and remarked .it-t- o
several friends.
and a clever lnflelder.
This crowing is considered an advance
William M. Fisher and George F. notice of a seismic disturbance. BeMeek were passengers to Santa Fe tore the great Lisbon earthquake the
Mr. Fisher has had an roosters crowed and they also did this
Wednesday.
isolated eighty acres advertised fori stunt before several other famous
sale In 10-- and will bid on same to-- ! disturbances.
wi
Wires in Trouble.
5! day. Mr. Meek is on a pleasure trip l
to the capital city and will remain
Telegraph wires were reported in
'
over Sunday. Moriarty Messenger.
trouble at 2:03 o'clock this afternoon.
& Men's
Sheriff Meyer yesterday took Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Kelly and their guest
George Legate of Mena. Arkansas, on
an automobile trip through the towns
of Torreon, Manzano and Punta, end
MONEY AND METALS.
ing up at Willard, where. Mr. Legate
New York, N. Y., May 12. Call
took the train for Magdalena.
The money steady 2
Prime mer
visit to t,thei old orchard at Manzano cantile paper
Amalgamated
and the ruins at Punta were especially 62
Sugar 118 bid; Atchison 110;
interesting to, Mr. Legate. Estancia Great Northern, pfd. 126 4 ; New York
:;News.
Central 107 ft Northern Pacific 124
PLANTS, Fruit in Season. Wedding T
FlOWefS
V
A party of Santa Fe officials passed Reading 1551-2- ;
Southern Pacific
1771-2- ;
7
114
Steel
Pacific
Union
In
a
through
Lamy
A
X
yesterdar
special
Funeral .Designs.
train on their way to Belen, where 751-2- ; pfd. 119
jj Out of town order given careful attention.
An extra charge of 25c
St. Louis, Mo.', May 12. Spelter
they will ineet President E. P, Ripley
v for Dackina on orders under S3.00.
who is on his way home from Santa weak, $5.25.
New York, May 12. Standard cop
Barbara, Calif, 'where he spent the
is THE CLARENDON GARDEN
winter. In the party were General per dull; Spot 11.5511.60; July 11.- Manager F. C. Fox of the western di- 5511.65; Lead easy $4.404.50; Bar
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Phone Black 12.
vision, J. M..Kern, general superin- silver 53
tendent with headquarters in La jun-ta- ; - GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
Vice President H. I. Hibbard, and ' Chicago, 111., May 12. Wheat July
others. The officials expect to meet 901-4-;.
Sept. 89 M3-8- .
Mr. Ripley at Isleta, a station a short ' Corn July 52
Sept. 521-distance south of Albuquerque. It is
likely a part of the company, includOats July R4
Sept. 33
15.071-2- ;
ing Mr. Ripley, will visit the Elephant
Sept 14.371-2- .
PorkWuly
'
,
(Old Sparks Ranch)
Butte dam.
Lard July 8.171-2- ; Sept. 8.25.
Ribs July 8; Sept. 7.971-2- .
1
Two Die in Suicide Pact.
WOOL MARKET.
Peoria, 111., May 12. A man and
St. Louis, Mo., May 12. Wool, unBest of Food K
Best of Beds
wife, believed by Coroner Elliott to changed. Territory and western me' Cold Pure Spring Water
have entered Into a suicide pact, were diums 1517; fine medium 1315;
"
found dead today.
Frank H. Hoff- fine 1112.
No Invalids'
$15 a Week
man,, aged 34, a street vender, and his
LIVESTOCK.
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks ?
wife, 32, are the victims. Poison was
Chicago, 111., May 12. Cattle Refound in a paper clutched in Hoff ceipts, 1,500. Market steady. Beeves
'
Write Pecos
Telegraph Gloriela
man's hand. J. B. McOowan. an aired ti nsirafi 45- - Texas steers, $4.60
man at whose home they roomed is 5.60; westerns $4.80 5.60; stockers
held at a witness.
and feeders $4.50 7.00; cows and

REMEMBER THIS!

Surprise Everybody

I

;

special officer of that branch of the
Indian service which is devoted to
the prevention of sale of intoxicants
to the red man, was In the city this
His headquarters now are
morning.
In Denver.
G. H. Russell and Robert L. Cooper,
hydrographers, were in Las Vegas last
night on their way to Anton Chico, to
Install a new stream measuring gage.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Read returned
today from San Diego,- California,

&

$;;.5()f 1.25.

Prices

and Snappy

sh

Market 5;
$3.504.50;
wethers and
fed western

Passed Ead Checks Jose Jesus Men
doza from Organ, Dona Ana county,
is charged with passing a number of
check on the business men of Las
Cruces.

i

FURNITURE CO.

1,200;

Muttons,

lambs, $4.75(g 0.35;' fed
yearlings, $4.005.35;

one-thir- d

,!

Receipts

ctnts higher.

ntinna

other cities.

tr

of infection

ie-ig-

his new 5,000 gallon tank hauled

EXPERT EMBALMERS

New-Nobby-Styli-

Hogs-Rece-

-

AKERS-WAGN- ER

:

j

etc. Renting)

es

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00
Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas
$3.50
Kimonas
Silk
$5.00
Long
$1.65 to $2.50
Long Crepe Kimonas
kaki Walking Skirts
$2.00
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
$3.00
While Rep Skirts
$2.50
Gingham Dresses
House Dresses

-

j

Boiler)

(City

j

I

j

$12.00

Linen

'

;

BRAND

ACORN

i

Free,

.

Arkansas Strawberries

i

KAUNE

H. S.

j

THE PAXTON TOILET CO.,Bost''h, Mas

& CO.

j

"QUALITY

& PURITY"
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

j

PONGEES

"ALWAYS

In Pongees we have

8

--

i

RELIABLE"

We have all the latest styles in
Women's
fine Stockings

JOHN

MARKETKEPORT

PFLUEGER

i

.

-

-

i
A

I

BETTER
FOR: LESS

31-2-

ml

LINENS,

.

I

'

l

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

Come down and look at him in our window. He is known and sold the ft
A new line medium price
:
world over for $2.50.
$
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
.

.BUTT

BROS.

CO.;
4

DRUGGISTS
Phone Red

161

4

West Side Plaza

"

CONTINUOUS

'.

SERVICE

'Water Heaters and

Percolater&

Water

Glasses

etc

Water Pitchers

YONTZ,

"

I

IdUUSkU

t
A

Street

4

CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Guaranteed

THOSE

UP

309 San Francisco

Street

AND

PLACES

Santa Fe Water and Light Com pan
J"

j1

j

um

mm

i3

""

If

all

"

t

Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY

PRICES-AS- K

FOR THEM

AND NOVELTIES

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

DAY

DARK

WE ARE NOW READY. TO

CARDS

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

V

&

4

WIRE

.

Wine

l--

5th for the Fishing Season

Electric Toasters

Champagne,

fiHrC.

:

,

I

2

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

FOR

Also for you

MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

-

SOLE AGENTS

the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
Waists and Gowns, we have

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
f

Specialty

Open May

FOULARDS

!

7-- 8

Cllt

-

AND

-

i

Santa Fe . Trail Curio Company

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots .
.,. Electric

s
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CURES
e. BLOOD POISON

to the birth of Christ requires less HUSBANDS AND
ART
than another thousand. Only about
ARE NOT COMPATIBLE.
three thousand two hundred years
have elapsed since Moses led the Is- Thus Boldly Declares Mary Garden,
raelites out of Egypt Finally, a perand Who Will Declare She is
iod only
of our great
Not Right?
Blood
Poison
a
with
or
as
sore
Contagious
usually begins
tiny
pimple
way beyond the most remote fact of
the only outward evidence of its presence. But in a short while its many authentic
Denver, Colo., May 12 "Husbands
history.
symptoms begin to make their unwelcome appearance. The mouth and
J. he
we and art are not to be
from which
thought of at
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
throat ulcerate, itching rashes appear on the body, the hair comes out casil y, start ishypothesis
therefore that a population the same time by a woman who
brown splotches appear on the limbs, etc. So highly contagious is the dismore than that which now wishes to dedicate herself to an art or
(Read Up)
Iu effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Iiowu)
ease that it is sometimes communicated from one person to another by the
exists has spent its whole time during pursue a career. They are incompat-iblarticles
toilet
same
of
20
use
or
of
the
clothes
the
an
infected
STATION'S
handling
ls
person.
and can no more be amalgamatS. S. S. has been curing Contagious Blood Poison for more than forty years. an interval more than fifty times the
a ru
4
00
the
N.
into
'Lv.
and removes every particle of the duration of the Christian era in shuf ed than oil and water."
M...Ari
down
Ues Moines.
7 30
It
0
circulation,
goes
right
3 50
Kumaldo
7 40
4
rate of one shuffle
Miss Mary Garden, creator of Sapoison. While curing the disease S. S. S. adds richness and nourishing fling cards atorthe
3 30
05
Dediuan
11
more than thirty-on- e
8 15
to the blood, and a person who is cured by the use of S. S. S. will find per second,
16
lome, Thais, Louise, who claims to
powers
8 20
I'apultu
3 05
35
V1BU
20
million
shuffles per head in each year. know nothing of politics or its offthat every portion of the system has been benefited by the treatment. S. S. S.
8 60
Z 45
25
Thompson
In view of such figures the reader
9 10
2 25
cures so perfectly that there is never any return of the old symptoms ; it
31
Cunnlnpbnm
spring, the suffragette, but admits
M
1
65
. Clifton House N.
9 35
42
drives the poison completely out by purifying the blood, which is the only may well ask how many times the to that she has the wisdom of the ser1 30
I.V
10 09
49
Raton, N. M
At
safe and sure way to treat the disease. Write for our Home Treatment Book tal number of arrangements will have pent concerning men, came with a
Wedding at Meadow City.
".Lv
2 30
Ar, 10 15
liatou, N.M
9 49
Miss Bertha Johnson and John R.
and any medical advice you may desire, free. S. S. S. is for sale nt drug stores. been produced by the vast amount of jungle glide into the
2 47
i.. .Ollfton House N" M....I
room
of
drawing
3 07
SPreston
Lewis were united in marriage at Las
sustained (though
human her private car the
8 55
Iolanthe, this
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. CA.
3 45
Koehler Juactlon.
effort.
9 05
morning, with a vibrant voice, spark- Vegas by Rev. O. P. Miles, pastor ot
3 35
.Koehler.
The answer is, not once.
The wed8 20
I'Oolfax
68
4 15
to her the First Baptist church.
ling with color, 'aid good-by8 02
was solemnized at the home of
76
4 43
ding
('errosoao
in
Mathematical
and
calculation
at
once
plunged
proves,
visitors,
into an
lAr
82
6 00
.Cimarron
Iv 7 46 6 35
It was
5 10
Ar a m
Lv
Cimarron
fact, that the number of card arrange interview, uttering the above state- the bride on Mora avenue.
9
6 27
Nash
6 18
witnessed by a few intimate friends
ments
a
conditions
ment
as
starter.
under
the
produced
6
17
6 2S
EDITORIAL
Harlan
FLASHES
i
of the bride and groom and their rela
6 00
94
6 45
assumed will only be a minute frac
Ute 1'ark, N. M...Lv
Ar
Palace.
"No," she continued, "I have never tives.
pm
pm
tion of the total possible number a seen on this
G. H. Van Stone, Mrs. Van Stone,
good old earth the man
fraction so minute that it becomes for whom I would
Thomas Van Stone, Peach Van Stone,
Prohibition Reduces Tax Rate.
give up my art. 1
Monnecta at Oolfax with B. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North'and Soutb.3
Estancla; A. D. Kidder, Terre Haute;
SStage for Van Houten V, M. meets trains at Preston X.i M.I
With the city out of debt and the necessary to devise another scheme can't imagine what he would look
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Klizabethtown, N M , at 9:00 a. m. dally except T. S. Davidson, Denver; M. D. Dix, tax levy reduced it may be said that of concrete representation in order to like or be.
Certainly he would have
an
idea
of
its
minuteness.
unday3, Fare is uu one way J3.50 round trip; Ufty pound baggage carried free.
give
to be more than I am to win me from
Chicago; H. Brown, Denver.
the dry administration has made good
O. & 9. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11;11 p. m. arrives from the
Let it therefore be further assumed what I love, and mean to me
Montezuma.
in a financial way, as well as along
far more
th at 4:38 a. m.
that the whole vast number of ar than what I would have to
W. E. Johnson, Denver; C. 'S. Wat-So- moral and material lines.
give up.
Pueblo; C. T. Cole, Albuquerque;
Did you notice that the city council rangements produced by the human If I ever see such a man there will
C, G. DEDMAN,
m. Williams,
VAN HOUTEN,
A. Graham, Albuquerque;
race
is
as
above
one
F. Bird, El has reduced the tax
symbolized by
not be a moment's Hesitation on my
V. P. ft G. M,
G. P. Agent,
levy two mills
Superintendent.
Paso; Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Phillips, on the dollar? Can you remember drop of water. Then how much water part.
If there is on his, so much
Trurhas; A. H. Ireland, Alamosa: F. another similar incident in the his- would be required to symbolize the to- the worse for me!"
C. Willis, New York; A. D. Widdon,
tory of the city? Roswell Daily Rec tal number possible? If this question
is put to the reader he might well DENVER WILL REVIVE
Denver; C. E. Forbes, Amarillo; R. H. ord.
McKenzie, City; Ralph H. Kinsloe, Alsay, "Surely a glass of water would be
ITS GREAT PAGEANT.
buquerque; W. W. Zoller,
Denver;
enough!" But, no. "A large reser
Same in New Mexico.
Dan Blume, St. Louis; J. Dugind, San
voir?" No, my friend; you must en- Must Have Heard of
1A
Santa Fe's
Arizona
Diego
fairly large your conceptions, or you will
newspapers are
Francisco; Aldo Leopold, Antonito;
De Vargas
Celebration.
launchwith
of
Los
the
stories
A.
F.
teeming
never reach the truth. "The Atlantic
Halliday, Washington.
Will Expend $50,000.
ing of new irrigation enterprises and Ocean, then? The number of drops
Coronado.
Denver, Colo., May 12 Denver will C C 1A
.Tacob Bernal, Taos; Celestino Mar- this means the reclamation of thou- in that will
surely be sufficient."
have a revival of the Festival nf )10.4V
of
acres
new
in
sands
land
of
the
Nicanor
tinez,
Vallectitos;
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Espinosa,
But the number of drops of water Mountain and Plain this fall.
It is
Colorado; Clarence Johnson, Ogden; state, which wil soon be materially in the Atlantic Ocean is not sufficient, to be one of
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance. Tfaenca
the biggest events of Going and
to
Amos Rodriguez, Durango.
the general wealth nor will it become sufficient even
contributing
returning via direct lines,
and prosperity of the great South when we add to the Atlantic Ocean the kind ever held in the West.
Ojo Caliente Hot Springs.
A decision to that effect was reach CCS AA Portland and return
Mrs. G. Volney Howard and daugh- west. Every acre of land thus re- the Pacific, and all the other oceans,
via direct lines,
ter Santa Fe, N. M.; Mrs. R. M. claimed at once becomes a valuable seas, lakes, and, indeed, all the rest ed last night at a meeting of the Re PtJtl.UV
tail association of the Chamber of
i Foree,
and Miss Foree, Santa Fe, N. permanent asset. El Paso Times.
of the water on our globe. Nor would Commerce and
the board of
J?0 Going one way via
M.; H. L. Lowen. and Miss Lowen- the whole earth made, from center to tors of the Festival of Mountaindirec
San Francisco
and
pUi.tJU
Gets
Texas
PerWith
Goods.
C.
the
L.
Chihuahua,
berg,
Mexico;
Away
surface, entirely of water, be suffi- Plain association.
While the event
The work of establishing finally the
kins, S. A. Giles, Colorado Springs,
OR
cient; nor would the whole sun, simi- is contingent upon the
Return
limit Sept. 15th, 1911
securing of
Colo.; J. C. Whited, Creede. Colo.: H. boundary line between Texas and New larly constituted, be sufficient.
Inof sufficient funds to finance
C. Brown,
J. J. Mexico is actively in progress, and credible though it may seem, to ob- pledges
Silverton, Colo.;
the festival within the next ten
Martinez, J. P. Trujillo, Fred Trujillo. will probably be completed some time tain a volume of water
a days, the desire for the
containing
in
June.
Sufficient
work
has
ROUTE
Monte Vista, Colo.; S. Mayer, Arroyo
already sufficient number of
drops, it is neof the fete is so pronounced
Hondo, N. M.: Mr. VickRoy. Santa been done to insure the fact that the cessary to imagine a globe of water
that little doubt is felt as to the outline will follow the Twitchell survey with
H. S. Lutz, Agent,
Fe, N. M.,; J. P. Foree, city.
a diameter equal to seven thou come.
of 25 years ago, which places it right
twenty-fiv- e
sand
and
millions
of
where the people of Texas have alE. L. Shoitz, president of the ReTOO MANY MEN OF
miles. If the center of such a globe
Santa Fe, N. M.
tail association, was authorized at last
THAT KIND IN WORLD. ways contended that it should be is taken at the center of the
For rates and full information address
sun, then
placed. Our New Mexico friends will
to
name
a
night's
meeting
committee
where Neptune, the remotest planet in the of ten to solicit funds for the festiDenver, Colo., May 12 His advan- soon be placed in a position
p. Agent.
solar system, would be immersed
can
no
claims
further
exercise
C. M. Day,
ces spurned by the girl upon whom they
El Paso Texas.
president tof( the
therein to a depth no less than seven val.
on
a
sized
of
imperial
good
festival
strip
he had centered his attention, Charles
association, says, $50,000 will
hundred
millions
of
in
other
miles;
Texas. El Paso Times.
be needed to make the event a big
Maddox, chef at the Edelweiss cafe,
words, such a ball of water
would success.
The two organizations will
1635 California street) revenged hima
have
e
diameter
about
twenty-fivPlace Blame Where it Belongs.
work together in promoting the festi
self, it is alleged, by attacking
cent
greater than that of the val.
It is all wrong to believe that polit per
This is the charge conwhole solar system as at
present
tained in a suit for $5,000 damages ical conditions are chaotic in New known. From the
The festival association directors
May Strand.
filed in the district court by Willis Mexico. The trouble is in Washingexpressed a willingness to turn its
ton. The people of New Mexico by a
Stidger, counsel for Miss Louise Bosproperty, cash and organization over
majority desired statehood. As DECLARATION OF INDEPENDquet, a pretty waitress at the restau- large
ENCE AND U. S. CONSTITUTION to the retail association upon cersoon as the matter reached Washing
In addition to the demand
rant.
tain terms if it was thought desirable.
ton trouble began. Fulfilling all the
for monetary satisfaction, Miss Boswhich Arizona it would Signatures to Former Have Practi- President Day sueeesterl that in that
requirements,
quet asks that her erstwhile admirer
event a new corporation be formed and
cally Faded Documents No Longseem, has not, New Mexico is not a
be placed in the county
for one whit better off than the
mat stocK De sola to th- - amount of
er
to
Public
ter
Subject
Inspection.
adjoining
I
year, or until the judgment awarded
TOURIST
The present
$25,000.
association
to
in
ritory. Misery is said
delight
by the court has been satisfied.
agreed to turn its assets over to a
of its kind. Rock Island
company
(Washington
Star.)
Miss Bosquet is 20 years of age and Tribune.
new company of that kind.
Instnri
Open to the light of day for the
extremely attractive. Maddox is 40
in
first time
nine years, the Declara of adopting that plan, it was decided
and
married.
to the
USE THE
According
Get Land Now.
tion of Independence and the Consti- that the two organizations cooperate
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911
statements made by the young woman
The number of homestead and des tution of United States were today in with each other
to her attorney, she first met Madclaim entries for the present year spected by Secretary of State Knox,
ert
From
dox at Trinidad, where she was em- in
.
.
ex- and found to be in as
unnrnti ia rrn i
this county will undoubtedly
good condition
ployed as a waitress.
Fe, N. M.
ceed those of any former year. Local as when they were put away in their
Maddox came to Denver several
SUFFERERS AND MEN WHO'S
To
residents are appreciating the impor- abiding place, a steel safe
especially
months ago.
Later Miss Bosquet tance of obtaining land in this way,
HAIR IS THINNING
for
their
designed
custody.
gave up her employment at Trinidad and realize more than ever that the
The four pages of the constitution
and also came to this city.
By a public land3 are being rapidly taken and
Dandruff now bald later. The same
the pages containing the resolu
SHORTEST LINE TO
strange freak of fate, the young up and within a few years will be
tion submitting the constitution to the is true of scalp diseases. In fact bald
woman's first employment was at the
valuable. Many newcomers are states of the Union are In
excellent ness is a scalp disease. The trouble
restaurant where Maddox supervised quite
locating in the county and making condition.
The
ink
is
as
blank as with the greasy salves and lotions, the
the culinary department.
land entries. The discovery of artes- when fresh laid to the
dandruff and scalp cures you
parchment
ian water near Cliff a short time ago with a quill pen, and is of a
have tried so far is that they don't do
quality
has given an impetus to the north- that will outlast any ink of modern anything but temporarily relieve the
western part of the county and the make.
itching a d cake the dandruff so it
land in the region of Duck Creek is
doesn't fall until its dried out again.
Marred.
Signatures
Only
In fact,
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
being rapidly taken up.
can cure really cure such
Nothing
The Declaration of Independence,
in every section of the county public
a real scalp medicine that
but
troubles
land is being settled up, and within with hardly a signature legible of all will kill the germs causing dandruff
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
those
which
were
a few years it will be difficult to lo
appended to it by and scalp disease.
cate desirable land, as the advent of the. great men of the infant republic,
Learning from leading fellow drug- statehood will soon bring many new however, is otherwise losing nothing ists throughout America that
had
of
its
legibility,
condition
is due to found a whirlwind cure for they
settlers into this section. Silver City
dandruff,
the
fact
that
way Dack in 1852, when
Independent.
7
there were no other means known of eczema and all diseases of the skin
on
and
'ihe
Capital
scalp,
COLORADO
Pharmacy
getting a facsimile, a press copy was
Propagators of Moral Filth.
to the laboratories compound- Denver
.......$21.10
If the mayor and council have de taken which absorbed the ink from proving
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
treatment
the
that it is the most Colorado Springs
ing
18.15
all
the signatures, but left
nearly
cided
not
to
of
PROFESSIONAL
license
the
revoke
OfPce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
. . ...
drug store in this ci'y se- Pueblo
16.35
the Double Stamp saloon they should the script of the body of the document prominent
cured the agency for the remedy. This
Low rates to many other principal
have backbone enough to make con still readable, but more faint by half
.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
HOLT ft SUTHERLAND
Is ZEMO, the clean, liquid points in the United States, Canada
remedy
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
than
it
had
been
before.
fession of that fact to the public.
Attorneys-at-La17-1of dis and Mexico.
The Declaration
8
has also been preparation that kills the germ
When they viewed at the sheriff's of
x
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ue
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uisiri t yourt
privileges.
to
PAUL A. F. WALTER
exposed
One and one fifth fare from all points in fice on Thursday
on
while
strong
last the revolting
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well as before the Supreme Court of
or skin clear and clean of the
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
scalp
Attorney-at-LaNew Mexico, also El Paso and Trinidad obscene pictures which had been ex- exnimtion at Philadelphia,
in
1876,
dandruff or scale and by its antiseptic
For further particulars see any
New Mexice the territory.
Santa Fe,
hibited at that notorious joint for and at the Chicago exposition in 1893.
to Albuquerque and return.
Las cruces.
soothe and heal.
Ssnta Fe agent,
New Mexico.
qualities
The documents are
a
some time,' words fai.-- d them to ex
in
kept
light
Sold and guaranteed by druggists
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H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
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by
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to
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Attorney-at-LaEach
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that moment the mayor "thought
Investments
that he would' call a special meeting page is hermetically sealed between Capital Pharmacy.
Mining and Land Law.
From Santa Fe, N. M.
Bonds
Laids,
Mines,
two
Stocks.
ft
panes of glass, which are then
'
oi the council immediately and take
New Mexico.
Taos,
Dates of Sale May 15, 16, 17.
Money Loaned for Investors
action.
The next day he was "too bound in wooden frames of highly
We have for sale general stocks of
Return Limit, May 20th, 1911 busy" to give the matter the atten- polished oak.
C. W. G. WARD
Merchandise,
Retail Lumber Yard
New Repository Authorized.
tion it deserved, and since then he
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business Opportunities
"Santa Fe All The Way"
has been cloaked in silence on the
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Knox directed that Chief
Secretary
Taos county.
Clerk McNeir mak estimate for a
New Mexico. throughout
Las Vegas,
subject.
Bank References Furnished
If the mayor has forgotten how safe repository for the documents
Taos.
New Mexico.
shocked he was when he saw the pic- that ahould be fireproof, waterproof,
Chas. R. Easiey.
.Chas. F. Easiey.
EASLEY ft EASLEY.
tures, let him go to the sheriff's of- airproof and lightproof. The two valDR. C. M. RILEY,
fice and take another look. If he uable documents were then closed up
Attorneys at Law.
ATLANTA CITY, N.
Practice in the courts and before Veterinary of. Physician and Surgeon.
thinks that a saloon proprietor guilty again in the safe and the seal affixed
Graduate
McKillep's
Veterinary
of exhibiting such pictures is a fit to be opened again only for transfer
Land Department.
of
College
Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
General
person to entrust with a saloon to a stronger place of keeping.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Assembly
The documents will not be open to
Santa Fe, N. it., branch Office Estan-cia-,
license he should say so. The mayor
130 BID
108
Dentistry a Specialty
N. M.
and council owe it to themselves, to public inspection.
The safe is kept
it
Office: East side of plaza, corner
in
the
cause
Presbyterian
the
of
of
library
Cliurcj,
the state department
community and to the
Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Dona
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
it
E. C.ABBOT T
common
decency to revoke the
Phone
Red
138.
7th-June
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Attorney-at-La1st.
yOU want anvthlnn An mitt, tn
Double Stamp's saloon license and
May
a New Mexican Want AA.
Practice in the District and Suclose up that sewer of immorality.
Herewith
are
some
bargains offered
Prompt and careful b the New
preme Courts.
Why does the mayor hesitate?
Mexican Printing comTERRIBLE TRAIN OF TROUBLE8.
'
Tucson Citizen.
attention given to all business.
New Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Lake Charles, La. Mrs. B. Four- Santa Fe.
Round Trip Rate From ,
Territory of New Mexico. 1897, sheep
THE WONDERS OF A
flier, 51C Kirby street, says: ,"The
bound, i; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
HARRY O. MOULTON
SANTA FE, N. M.
PACK OF CARDS. month before I took Cardul. I could
Pleading forms, 5; Missouri Code
I had backache, head- :
hardly walk.
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas14-1the two for 10.
to
Pleadings.
$6;
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
of
6
Let us suppose that two thousand ache, pain In my legs, chills, fainting
Attorney-at-Lato
New
Adapted
Mexico Code, Laws
millions of human being each sup- spells, sick stomach, dragging feel- sengers between Vaughn. N. M and each regular ticket, excess baggage
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
or courage. Roswell, N. M., connecting with tat at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
plied with a pack of cards were to ings, and no patience
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Since
Cardul
no more EH Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Isto
I
attempt
every
have
We are equipped to carry any kind
taking
actually
produce
1911
full leather
3.
Sheriff's
Flexible
Santa Fe, N. M.
a
possible arrangement of the 52 cards. pains, can walk as iar as I want to, land Railroads and the Atchison,
ot
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Pock-Cover
t
t
Dockets, single, $1.25;
It is further to be supposed that they and feel good all the time." Take
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
'
rates are given for excurtwo
or
more
Special
O.
G.
$1
each.
New
books,
L.
work ceaselessly, without rest day or Cardul and be benefited by the pe
Formerly Special Agent,
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arSurreme Court Reports, Nos.
sions, for eight or more passengers.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Take
night, from year's end, at the rate of culiar herb ingredients which have rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
the
Fe
Santa
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
Comone new arrangement per second for been found so efficient for womanly
Leaves Roswell at 11:80 a. m ar- For further Information, write the
pilation Corporation La.vs, 75 c. ComC. W. PRICHARD
J4
each person during a period of one ills.
Cardul wil relieve that back- rive In Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
to Chicago
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c
!
hundred thousands years.' One single ache, headache, and all the misery
Money's
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
of
New Mexico Reports, ful
Practice In all the District Court' Digest
thousand takes us back to the remote from which you suffer, Just as It has
and gives special attention to cases sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
done for others. Try Cardul.
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PROGRAMS FOR TWO
COMMENCEMENTS.

BASE BALL

College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts and University of New
Mexico.

STANDING OF THE TEAMS

Both the University of New Mexico
and the College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, will have their commencements th.s month. The address of Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of Leland Stanford University

National League.
W.

Philadelphia
Pittsburg

is

New York

12

Chicago
Cincinnati
of California, at Albuquerque, will be Boston
a noteworthy feature of the Univer- St. Louis
sity commencement:
Brooklyn
Agricultural College.
Friday, May 12. 8 p.m. Student play

(Tickets

"The

at

.783

13

8

.619

13

8

.619

10

.545

9

8

.529

8

16
13
16

.333
.278
.273
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MODEST

The
Bayou Bridge
and Cupid

PREDICTIONS

tu Pet
5

....6
American

ivlAKES SOME

By Nellie Cravey Gillmore
With head bent and lips tightly compressed, Matilda hurried swiftly past
the camp, down a steep clay road and
on to the bayou bridge that led to
rural delivery box No. 33. on the other
side.
It was a gusty, disagreeable day. At
intervals, the rain whipped down In
sheets, alternately slackening to a
sticky, penetrating drizzle. The wind
tore at the willow branches that dipped
Into the stream, and the waters of the
bayou writhed under its violence.
Half way across the bridge, an aggressive gust suddenly seized th
girl's umbrella and flung It viciously
into the turbulent, black water. Turning involuntarily, with a futile grasp at
the flying parachute, Matilda abruptly
twisted her feet sideways, catching the
heel of her boot in a crack betweeu
the planks. Just then, an angry
cloudburst broke relentlessly upon the
unprotected head of the hapless prisoner, and with hands tightly gripping
the railing of the bridge, she waited,
with what patience she could command, for Its fury to subside.
When at last she could get her
breath, she lifted her head and looked
about her, struggling frantically to release the mutinous heel. But to no
avail. Every jerk and pull seemed to
make it that much more secure. What
should she do?
She strained her eyes up and down
the bridge in desperation, but not a
human being was in sight. She waited, perhaps fifteen minutes.
Then
she stooped and made another wild
effort to dislodge the boot. In so doing, she wrenched her ankle, so that
further attempts to free herself were
both painful and fruitless. With a
sigh she leaned against the railing
and bit her white lips to keep them
from trembling.
Presently the wind ceased, the rain
shrank back Into the clouds, and the
lead of the sky broke up In patches of
blue and silver. With renewed hope,
Matilda scanned the road from east to
west. And then, glory of glories! a
man was just heaving Into view on the
brow of the hill opposite. She watched
him eagerly, thankfully. But as he
came nearer, near enough for her to
recognize the broad, straight shoulders
and the massive head under the drip- -
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W. L.

Pet
College Office.)
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Detroit
20
m.
Luncheon
1
13.
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Saturday,
New York
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9
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to Senior Class at President's Resi9
.550
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m.
of
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8.
Exercises
dence.
p.
Boston
12 10
.545
Department.
.524
11 10
11 a. m. Baccalau-- Chicago
Sunday, May 14.
8 12
.400
Washington
reate Sermon.
p. m. Joint Meet Cleveland
9 15
.375
A.
W.
C.
ing of Y. M. C. A. and Y.
St. Louis
.217
5 18
Tuesday, ftiay 16. 8 p. m. Graduation
Exercises of Preparatory DepartWestern League.
ment.
W. L. Pet
10 a. m. Meet- Sioux City
Wednesday, May 17.
4
14
.778
ing of the Board of Regents. 2:30 Wichita
10
.6C7
5
p. m. Senior Class Day Exercises.
7
Lincoln
9
.563
4 p. m. Procession of Farewell to Denver
9
7
.563
4:30 p. m. Parade and St. Joseph
Buildings.
10
8
.556
Review of Battalion of Cadets by Omaha
9 10
.474
the Board of
Regents Parade Topeka
9 12
.294
7:30 p. m. Alumni Ban- Des Moines .
Grounds.
3 16
.158
quet (By Invitation). 8 p. m. Lawn
Fete at McFie Hall.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
Thursday, May 18. 10 a. m. Commencement Exercises. 1 p. m. PresNational League.
ident's Luncheon to the Board of
Pittsburg at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Boston.
Regents. 3 p. m. Alumni Business
8:30 p. m. Senior PromChicago at New York.
Meeting.
St. Louis at Brooklyn
enade.
7

.

Except where o'herwise indicated
exercises will be held in Hadley Hall.
University of New Mexico.
Baccalaureate
Sunday, May 28.
Sermon, "Educational Ideals," Dr.
McQueen Gray, Elks Theatre, 7:30

American

League.

Washington at ohicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.
Boston

at

Cleveland.

p. m.

Monday, May 29. Cantata, "The Lay
of the Bell," University Glee Club.
Elks' Theatre, 8:30 p. m.
Tuesday, May 30. Annual Play, "The
Rose of Plymouth Town," Univer
sity Dramatic Club, Elks' Theater,
8:3) p. m.
May 81. Preparatory
Wednesday,
School
Exercises,
Graduating
Annual
Rodey Hall, 10:3Q, a. m.
Alumni Banquet, Alvarado, 7:30 p.
m.
Thusrday, June 1. Clas3 Day Exer
cises, University Campus, 10:30 a
m. Graduating Exercises.
Address,
"The Blood of the Nation," Dr.
David Starr Jordan, President of
the Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Elks' Theatre, 8:30 p. m.
The New Mexico Military Institute.
Saturday, May 20. 8:30 a. m.,
guard mount; 9:30 a. m., battalion inspection; 5.30 p. m., batallion parade.
Sunday, May 21. 11: a. m., sermon
to cadets by Rev .Austin D. Crile, pastor of Wicker Park Lutheran Church,
Chica'go-Auditbrlu-

f:00

m';

"iff,

YESTERDAY'S

National League.
Chicago, 9; New York, 3.
Cincinnati, 13; Boston, 10.
Philadelphia, 19; Pittsburg, 10.
Brooklyn, 10; St. Louis, 1.
American League.
4; St. Louis, 2.

Philadelphia,

Chicago, 20; Washington,
Boston, 7; Cleveland, 6.

6.

Western League.
Omaha, 6; Lincoln, 5.
Wichita, 5; St. Joseph, 3.
Des Moines, 5; Denver,4.
Sioux City, 5; Topeka, 3.
American Association.
Columbus, 2; Indianapolis, 1.
Milwaukee, 13; Minneapolis, 4.
Toledo, 5; Louisville, 3.
Kansas City, 20; St. Paul, 8.

Southern League.
6; Atlanta,

Montgomery,

nU?

battalion parade, Butts manual.

Monday, May 22. "Alumni Day."
11:00 a. m., Alumni meeting; 2:40 p.
m., baseball game Alumni against
cadets; 5:00 p. m., battalion reviewed
by alumni; 8:30 p. m., alumni reception in Lea Hall; 9: p. m., Morton Oratorical contest Auditorium.
a" m., fir0:00
Tuesday, May
ing salute to board of regents and visitors; 10:30 a. m., battalion reviewed
and inspected by Adjutant General
A. S. Brookes; 11:00 a. m., competitive drill; 5:00 p. m., escort of the
color; 5:30 p. m., Butts manual and
bayonet exercise; 9:00 p. m., commencement ball( special Invitation.)
Wednesday, May 24. 9:00 a. m.,
guard mount; 9:30 a. m., "Winter
Drills" band concert ;v 5:20 p. m.,
graduating parade; 8:30 p. ta., graduating exercises Addrett to graduating class by W. Ona Morton of Los
Angeles, California, Valedictory address by Cadet Ray A. Murray Music by institute orchestra.
Thursday,
May 25. 7:01 a. m.,
company
inspection Announcement
of promotions and appointments. Vacation furlough granted "Auld Lang
Syne" by Cadet band.

GAMES.

8
ki:

Hal Chase, Manager of NewvYork
Highlanders
Hal Chase, skipper of the Yankees, feared.
is a great manager.
Jennings
does not claim a pennant for his team. Reverses for his
team do not discourChase harbors the opinion that there age him. He Is
full of fight
Isn't any one club in the American and has Imbued always
this spirit into the
league that is going to have clear team. But I guess we will beat them
sailing in the race for the flag.
out.
t
"There are at least five clubs this
"I look to Washington to win more
year that have more than a fighting games than last season. Walter Johnchance," said Chase today. "Now, get son is going to win a lot of
games and
this right I mean that the Athletics I understand that
is among the
are not going to grab off another cham- young players somethere
mighty likely mapionship without a hard fight.
terial.
"The Yanks finished
second last
"The Washlngtons play ball In
year and that In the face of many streaks, but when they do get going
reverses during the mldseason. When they show class. It is Just
likely that
our team got going we made a rush this year McAleer is
going to hand
for the top, but, of course, it was us
something of a surprise. I always
then too late to do any damage. This consider the
Washingtons a hard propyear we should be up with the leaders osition.
all the time, provided of course, the
"Cleveland did Iiot play up to the
men are not compelled to lay off on speed last
year. If Joss can come
account of injuries. These are things back this team will bear a lot of watchwe cannot tell now.
ing. It is a team particularly strong
"The White Sox is a club that we in batting."
must look out for. The Chicago team
Is a much stronger combination this
Stadium for Tigers.
year. Lord and McConnell gave the
Plans for a stadium at Princeton are
team a mighty brace. Sullivan will
maturing, according to an announce
be back on the Job and Walsh and ment from the
graduate advisory comWhite will be able to start the season mittee. It is
planned to secure a permore favorable conditions. manent football field, with
under
seating acWalsh, you will remember, did not commodations for 4,000 persons. The
get going well until the season was committee Is not yet prepared to
well advanced.
make public any outline of the pro"The Detroit club Is always to be posed line of action.

4; Mobile, 1.
Birmingham, 4; Nashville, 2.
New Orleans, 2; Memphis, 5.

Major League

Coast League.
Portland, 6; San Francisco, 2.
Oakland, 1; Los Angeles, 9.
Vernon, 3; Sacramento, 4.

Innelders.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that (jornella
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
No.
for SW
NW
NE
4
SE
N.
SW
section 5,
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
iu uin&e nnai nve year proof,, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, V.
S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
9211-0738-

1--4

1--

1--4,

1--

2

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Pino, all of Gallsteo. N. M.,
MANUEL R, OTERO,
Register.
.i

-

notice for Hmilcatlon.

NOTICE.
PrODOSals will be received hv tho
Board of County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, for
of three
plans and specifications
bridges to be constructed, one over the
santa Fe river on Canon road within
the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
One at the town of Galisteo. across
the Gallsteo river at a point which will
be designated by the chairman of the
board of county commissioners, and
one other member of the board.
One across the Gallsteo river at the
town of Los Cerrillos. at a Doint to
be designated by the chairman of the
board and one other member of the
board of county commissioners.
Said plans and snecifications for
said bridges or either of them to be
submitted to the said board of county
commissioners on or before the first
day of June, A. D., 1911; at the office
or the probate clerk of the county of
Santa Fe, N. M.. at the conrt house in
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., at which

time the different plans and specifications for each of said bridges, after
which bids will be called for, on or
before the first Monday In July for
the construction of said bridges or
either of them, as the board
and only the plan and specifications
which may be adopted, for each of
said bridges will be naid for: fant. the
proposal shall contain the amount of
cnarge, which will be made for the
plan ana specification If accepted.
The parties proposing pians and spe
cificatlons, will be required to inform
themselves as to the particular locations at which each of . the said
bridges, is to be constructed, also the
particular conditions existing at each
of the said locations, which will enter
into the matter of the construction of
said bridge or bridges.
The board reserves the rleht of re.
Jecting any and all proposals.
I. SPARKS,

t

'

Department of the Interior, .
PecosForest: - Not Coal Land.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N.
:"

9234-0739-

five-yea-

Jesus

Gonzales y Roybal,
Tiburcio Montoya, Esquibel Ortis, all of CHorleta,
N, M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe.
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
,

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.
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Mathewson,
Crandall,
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For- - ray, Snoderass Schlei. Hartley. Marquard,
Wilise, Drucke, Ames
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NEW TOKK

Pitchers.

Hot- - Kilns,
8heckard.
Archer
man, Bhean and man, Schulte.
and Keedham. Pfeister,
Weaver.

Byrne, Wagner,
Jy.?.""' .PS"",.'' FlartL"

Moore. Rowan, Beebe,

Moran Brennan, McBrlde, Gl- rard, Wllhelm.
ler, Thomas, Slaugh- ter and Stack.

and McDonough

'

Daubert. Stark, Wheat, David- Rucker, Bell. Barger,
S1?-- w'SV fon' Burch. Dal- - Erwin
Bergen St anion. Schardt,
ton,
.ron, Knetzer. Burke,
Lejuene and MMer.
Coulson.
Ryan and Atchison.
tan

'

Curtis. Fla- JfJ"ey..,ii8T"e"
Matte.
hart
Frocl. Brown,
Spratt. Collins. Goode, Graham. Rarl- - McTigue, Joy, Par-Heti, Butler and Miller, Clarke, den and Elliott, sons, Perdue, Evans,
Ingerton.
Ferguson, Tyler and
Pfeffer.

BOSTON

'

CLUBS.

American League Playing Roster
Infleldere.

Outfielders.

Pitchers.

Catchers.

Mo-- Hofman
Newnam,
Mur- Krlch- - Powell, Lake. Bailey,
ST. LOUIS... Auley, Laporte. ray, 8chweltser Clarke,
U,
Crisp and F'elty. George, Pfelter,
rruesdale. Wal- - uid William,
Hamilton and Criss.
Stephens.
lace and Austin.
J01"1"00; ,9rd- - R'ley. Daniels.
Warhop,
YORK, ner. Knight,
El- - Cree, HimphM Blair, Williams C'lure, Vaughan, Cald-Uot- tnd Wolter.
well. Abies, Ford and
rautsell,
ud
Sweeney.
Roach, Chase.
Revelle.

Hora. Graney. Blrm- - Land. Adams,
Bronkel Ingham,
Fisher
Turner son.
Easterly, and Ladd.
and Olson.
Doane, Griggs.

loss, Blandlng,
well, Falkenberg, Ka-L-ll- e.
len. Harkness, Krapp
and Mitchell.

McBrlde, Elber- - Gessler,
fe'd. Summerlot rlivelt,
Cun- - ter.
Conroy,
nlngham.

Johnson, Groom,
Walker

, D. . Stovall,

horst,

"ASh

Jack-Smit- h,

Milan,

Schae-Stree-

t.

Henrj-ston-

and Ainsmith.

.

Uelsllng.

Ral- -

and

Gard-Speake.
Hook- - Carrlgan.
Wagner,
Collins, Wood,
nor,
Bradley er, Bngle and now and Mad- - Hall, Karger, Smith
. and
French, purtell. Lewis.
n.
Arellanes.
'
Mo-- Crawford,
Ca-Delehanty,
Donovan,
Summers,
"
- O Learr, Me,,
Schaller, Casey, Schmidt Works.
2nJStroud,
s,
Bush and
dell. Wlllett, Lafltte,
Drake and Stanage.
"or.
Cobb.
Cavitt, Mitchell and
Mullen.

BOSTON

M.

April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby gtyen that Francisco R. Montoya, of Qlorieta, N. M.,
who, on April 18, , 1906,' made homestead entry. No.
for SE
16 N.,
Section 32, Township
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make-Fin- al
r
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.

",ls'
tHg' Oake.
J

f!?wreyfc,

SaSS ISP

GEO. W. ARMIJOi
'
Clerk of the Board.

r:

Claimant names as witness:

Chairman of the Board.

ST. LOUIS...

Catchers.

Hauser.

Koney,

23.-1-

Outflelders.

Notice fop Puhllnatlnn
Department of the Interior,

5arry" Co'""". Hartsel, Helt- - Lapp, Thomas. - Coombs. Bender, Mor- PHILA
Houser, mueller,
Rath and Liv- sran. Plank, Krause
gayls,
Coal Land..
Baker and Mc- - Murphy, Lord,
Old- - Ingstone.
and Russell.
.
Innes.
r
ring, Strunk.
May 4, 1911,
Notice Js hereby given that Agri-pin- a
Black- - Dougherty,
Zelder,
White, Walsh, Lange,
lahan, Mctntyre BulUvan, Block Scott.
Delgado de Gonzales, of . Santa CHICAGO... hurne, TGandlL
and
Young
McCon- - and Parent
Lo,r1,
Baker.
and Payne.
Fe, N. M.. who. on Anril 13. 1 Mtt
and Jones.
made homestead entry, No. 9210- Little Mixed.
ud&, ior Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
Sec. 4. SE. 4 NE 1.4
Vaguely Fearful.
"Captain," exclaimed the young wife
fk. e
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P. on her first tropical voyage, "if my
."Larry, did you vote?"
vote."
"No, sor. I had nor-rigmeridian, nas tiled notice of Intention husband comes on deck tell him I am
"But you could have done It, just
to make Final five year
Tou
know
a
siesta.
that
what
taking
esto
Proof,
the same."
tablish claim to the land above de- meaner
C.,v
"Tie sor! An' th' Jackpots would
The bluff old captain looked somescribed, before Register or Receiver,
have been after me quicker than ye
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., what bewildered, but he bowed cour"
.
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
teously and made the promise. Some can say 'Scat'
minutes later the husband came op
Claimant names as witnesses:
t ,
Might Have Been Worse.
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena, .the companlonwty.
"Have you ever occupied room 13 la
"Captain," he called, "hare you seen
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino!
hoteir v.
,
anything of my wlfef
all of Gallsteo, N. M.
'
"I hare, air," responded the old
"Yes, once."
MANUEL R. OTERO, t
p
,
"What
happened?"
alt, "an she told me to tell you that 4
,
Register.
,
"It coat me three doOars."
.taktAjscjw'wester."
,

.

.
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good-lookin-

rain-soake- d

d

WANTS
FOR SALE Good Jfcrsey
cow. Inquire at this office.

milch

FOR RENT Six roomed house, furnished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzkl.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room for one or two gentlemen. 104
Grant Avenue.
FOR SALE

Household

furnishings at 3011-Call at any time.

goods and
Galisteo street.

FOR RENT Modern brick house,
beautiful rooms, bath, large yard, fine
location, $16 per month. 228 Agua
Fria St. J. W. Dudrow.
FOR SALE Kranich & Bach Upright piano in good condition, also
book case and
dining table. Call
mornings, 209 Jefferson Ave.
FOR SALE Two fine, substantial
buggies, one 1 sv&t and other 2 seats.
r
Apply
Undertaking Establishment. San Francisco Street.
Akers-Wagne-

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
pass title to government land without
frtilcment, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner. By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dangerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen, S.
210 Fleming
Bldg., Phoenix,
Arizona.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES)

A.
fc J--T

NIX

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at
7.30.

H. H. DORM AX,
CHAS. E. LIXNE'S, Secretary.

Master
'

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular

1, R. A. M.

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,

H.
Towns Along the English Coasts Advertise Their Catches by Means
of Festivals.

National League Playing Roster
CLUBS.

urgea cneatnam Th'
tone.
"Yes, but Oh!" Just at that juncture an accommodating zephyr lifted
the envelope from her fingers and
tOFsed It out on the water, where a
still more accommodating current bore
it swiftly Into the eddies.
Cheatham thrust his hands Into his
pockets and stood staring at her,
mingled curiosity and alarm showing
on hla
face.
'You you've changed your mind,"
he said at last, very gravely, after his
recent exuberance.
The guilty crimson flowed over Matilda's face, and without a word she
turned and began to retrace her steps
back toward the camp.
Cheatham matched his step with
hers and they walked along in silence
for several minutes, heedless of the
mud and slush, of
garments, of the Inquisitive pedestrians
who turned to look at them every now
and then.
As they came In sight of the campers' tents, Cheatham paused and
looked sternly Into the face of the girl
at his side.
"Look here, Matilda," he said In a
voice that was different from any she
had ever heard him use before. "I
want you to be frank with me. If
you've made up your mind to turn me
down, I want you to tell me so, before I've made any more fools of myself." His lips shut with a snap, and
the bulldog look came to his mouth.
was
The exclamation
"Mallory!"
sharp, indignant, but Matilda's eyes
lifted their sober curtains long enough
to emit a lambent little flash that was
nothing if not contradictory.
"If you care to come Into the camp
until I can change these rags," she
said demurely, "I think I think we
can talk better."
Cheatham divested himself of his
rain coat and left it on a bench in the
yard. Inside he roamed about the
little "reception parlor" of the tent
waiting, like a caged lion, for the girl
to make her appearance.
She came in at last, gowned In some
diaphanous white thing that' Cheatham thought made her look exactly
like a star floating In a gauzy silver
cloud. She was smiling, and her eyes,
as he held them to his own, were soft
and dreamy with their subtle confession.
Cheatham reached forth eager arms
to draw her into them, but the apoloingetic entrance of an ebony-facedividual caused him to reconsider for
a moment.
"I begs pardon, but sojnebody wish
to speak to Miss Drlscoll on de
phone."
"Be good enough," said Cheatham,
"to tell the gentleman that Miss Drlscoll Is is engaged."
When the door had been closed,
humbly and obsequiously, he turned
to Matilda for corroboration.
The next minute he was holding the
white cloud against his breast, and
the star seemed to have no objection
to its new firmament.

COLCHESTER OYSTER FEASTS

for 1911

Line-U- p

PAGE SEVEt

P.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at

Colchester (England) has Its oyster
Masonic Hall at 7:30
feast, given in great state every Octop. m.
ber by its corporation to mark the
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
opening of the oyster season and to W. E. GRIFFIN, hecorder.
advertise the municipal fisheries for
which the town is famous. Though
Santa Fe Lodge of
not so great a social event as the
Perfection No. 1, 14th
white bait dinner at Greenwich espedegree. Ancient and Accially in the days of its glory, when It
cepted Scottish Rite of
almost rivaled the lord mayor's banFree Masonry meets on
quet in importance the Colchester
Cheatham Was Swinging Down the oyster feast always brings together a the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
notable gathering.
Clay Road.
The bloated is not generally consid Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
ping Panama, her eyes widened and ered to be the acme of style where a Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
the blood began to pound In her dinner Is concerned, and as an article
dially invited to attend.
throat and temples. Mallory Cheatham of diet it is
S. SPITZ, 3
generally believed to be althe very last person on earth she
most exclusively used by the lower
Venerable Master.
wanted to encounter!
classes of society; yet Yarmouth, "the HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
In her hand was the still unposted
home of the herring," has Its annual
Secretary.
letter, addressed to him. It contained herring dinner, when the whole menu
only a few lines, but it had taken her from hors de'ouevres to cheese, conB. P. O. E.
half the night to make up her mind
of herrings and sprats the latSanta Fe Lodge No.
what to say, and the other half how to sists
ter, herrings in their infantile stage
460, B. P. O. E, holds
say It. She had refused him, firmly served
up in various ways. For once
and finally.
its regular session on
the herring is honored in accordance
the second and fourth
Cheatham was swinging down the
with its true value, for the dinner Is
of each
clay road, with a freedom and agility
Wednesday
over by the mayor of the
born of a light heart and a good diges- presided
month. Visiting brothand is attended by all the leadtion. His gray craven ett covered him
ers are Invited and
men of the town.
from chin to ankle, and he twirled his ing
welcome.
How
came
fair
to
be
Peterborough
closed umbrella In rhythm with his
A. J. FISCHER.
the excuse for a sausage dinner is not J. D.
springing steps. As he came to the known to the
SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
but
rethe
fact
writer,
bridge, he glanced up and stopped mains that the
Secretary.
and
mayor
corporation,
.
short.
The sight of the girl, drooping help- after proclaiming the fair in state, sit
Sown to a meal, the most prominent
lessly against the railing, her hair feature of which Is
sausage, of every
about
her
straggling
pale face, and the
composition, and in evhat above It sogged Into an unrecog- size, color and form.
The fair itself
nizable mass of flowers and feathers, ery culinary
back Into ancient history and the
caused Cheatham to give vent to a runs
sausage dinner has been associated
prolonged whistle, then swiftly double with it from time Immemorial.
Independent Order of Beavers.
his pace to reach her side.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. B. holds
It is a custom three hundred years
When he was almost up to her, Mathe bishop of Winchester shall its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
tilda's face grew scarlet with blushes. old that
annual venison dinner at Farn-ha- hrst and third Friday. Visiting Broth
an
give
In
a
Held like criminal
the pillory, she
a quaint place not ers are always welcome.
Gorleston,
returned his look of consternation with
miles from Yarmouth, has Its
many
EDWARD C. BURKE.
one of belligerent silence.
fish pie dinner, given to sixty-fiv- e
fishPresident
After Cheatham comprehended the ermen
each winter. Why the number C. J.
NEIS,
situation a smile struggled through his should be sixty-five
not
and
sixty-si- x
is
astonishment.
Secretary.
a very mysterious question.
"For heaven's sake!" he exclaimed,
'
"
NOTHING
ToTt.
"how under the sun
F, W. FARMER
"Or rather rain!" snapped Matilda,
Homestead No.
with a defiant toss of her head that
2879.
made the brim of her hat flap ludicBrotherhood
of
her
rously against
damp, and now
American Yeomen
very hot, cheeks.
Meets
Second
But Cheatham's eyes were glued to
and Fourth Thursthe letter she held in her hand, and
days,
an exultant light flashed into them as
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
be espied his own name in blotted
C. G. Richie, Cor.
characters on the back of it.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
"Egotistical thing!" thought Matilrarrner.
da, reading his face like a book, "I'm
glad I refused you."
"I was beginning to grow impatient
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
of your answer, dear."
Connections made with Automobile
"Do, get me out of this!" she interline at. Vaughn for Roswen, dally.
rupted petulantly, flinching with pain
l
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
as she gave her foot an Impatient
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Roe-we- ll
twist.
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Full of solicitude, Cheatham stooped
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
and with a few deft manipulations
The
succeeded In loosening the Imprisoned
'are between Santa F and Torrance
heel.i;
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
. ,..
;
"And now," said he, rising and lookRoswell $10.
Reserve seats on autoing ardently down Into Matilda's demobile by wire. J. W. Sockard.
Father- - What? Ton got Into the
cidedly cross face, "don't I deserve
something for thatt" He eyed the let- circus for nothing?
Sick headaches result from a di
ter covetously.
tou Yep, easy! I Carried th' ordered condition of the stomach, and
Sut the girl said nothing, and she manager's grips from the train, ran can be cured by the use of Chamber
did not yield up the letter, either.
errands fer 'lm an' peddled hand bills Iain's Stomach and Liver Tibtets.
"R f
"uH MgVM tJrnme a. ticket fer aothln'!
to --l
Try It ; For sale by all deaTera.

is.'

bor-sug-

o

Roe-wel-
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Sparks to discuss matters of importance which have come up before the
club. All members are requested" to
s
be present.

UP"S

MOTHERS'
N

GROCERY and BAKERY

Santa Fe, X. M., May 12.
The weather for New Mexico
is generally cloudy with show- rs in north and east portions
tonight or Saturday, cooler in
north portion tonight.

DAY.

Dont forget Sunday, May 14th, Is
when
the
should wear "White

you
day
x! Carnations
for Mother's

Memory",
X
"Bright Carnations for Mothers LivX ing." You can
get them at the ClarX. endon Gardens, phone 12.
X
Contributor Inadvertantly Omitted.
The name of Forest Supervisor
Morris Thomas
was inadvertantly
Change'of Time on New Mexico Cen- - omitted
in
mentioning
yesterday
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always j
tral On Sunday May lUh.jfew Mexthose
who
toward the
contributed
ico
of
will
Central
the
tihie
change
markets
home
other
and
attord
the
of
have a large supply
everything
iheir trains. The train from the construction of a good road into the
south will arrive at Santa Fe at 3:18 Rito de los Frijoles.
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT
Bridge at Buckman in Danger The
p. m., and the south bound train inof leaving at 7:20 a. m., as at high water in the Rio Grande threatstead
25
for
bread
of
6
loaves
cents
Everything first class
ens the bridge over the river at Buck-mapresent, will leave at 3:45 p. m.
eighteen miles west of Santa Fe.
The New Rayo Lamp is to be had at
J. A. Lucero
County Commissioner
GOEBELS.
to the bridge
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone has sent a force of
Phone No.4.
Phone No. 4.
Black 18S, when in need of milk and to strengthen it,- if possible.
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Forty-siTrue Bills The grand
Cars fop Women Only The Santa jury at Carrizozo, Lincoln county,
Fe intends putting on its overlani made its final report to Judge Edtrains
parlor cars entirely for women, ward R. Wright after being in session
.
'.ti-Si- i
5VvsF-vS-t-;true bills were
TVsSsarjV.'Vi.ww' The cars are to be luxurious In their nine days. Forty-siicturned and 18 no bills. The jury
appointments.
Foot Caught in Mower While cut-- v.as then discharged.
ting alfalfa on his ranch north of
Saturday, May 13 will be the LAST
Ana county, Ramon day of our Special Sale and every arj Leasburg, Dona
i A
guitar had his right foot badly cut ticle in our store will be cut down
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERiv the mower knife.
to such tremendously low prices that
j
Alva-- i even manufacturers can not make to
Andres
YEAR
EACH
Alvarez Discharged
SALLY OBSERVED
iez, charged with having violated the jobbers. But only on this special day
j Xew Mexico game
laws by capturing will these prices hold sway. Rememtwo beavers near Albuquerque, was ber May 13. Adolph Seligman Dry
(discharged as he had no intent of vio- Goods Co.
Horse Race May 25 The great
lating the law.
OCCASION
THE
PARTICULARLY SUITED FOR
at Miss
Meeting
Sparks The; horse race will take place Thursday
to
Peoples Social Club will meet afternoon May 25. Rosie Dick owned
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and 1 Young
lhis evening at the home of Miss Hazel by Cesario Padilla a wealthy sheepX
'
Silver Plain and set with turquoisefor chains, brooches, .t
)'
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS. & j

Fresh Vegetables
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The Giving of Gifts

1

i

CR

I

Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
ft

I

WORTHY YOUR BEST FRIENDS

9.

SPITZ,

S.

Manufacturing
Jeweler.
ft

the season that most women begin to think of
touchingup'and redecorating the house. A change here
or there does much toward making things look like new.
This

ARE YOUR HOSglNSlRED?
If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN

guaranteed for six months
6

I

.

vy---

:-

is

At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
always at prices you can afford to pay. We have paints, varnishes,
oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
this line.
Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around
whether you purchase anything or not.
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior deco
rating is sold and recommended by us.
Come in and look over the new Alabastine wall and tjfisj-Ljceiling designs.

I

Mill

III

I

'P W

I

11

man of San Rafael, and ridden by Jo 3
Cortez, will measure speed with Lady
Valentine, Sheriff Closson's superb
mare and ridden by Charles Bergman.
The purse will be 400 and the betting is even.
Three Deaths Whitney H. Steven3
the proprietor of the Magdalena and
Socorro hotels, died at Socorro. His
funeral was under the auspices of the
Alfiuquerque Elks. Oscar Nylin, a
healthseeker, died at "Albuquerque.
Mrs. Ivy Bisbee, nee Chenoweth, formerly of Silver City, died at Buck's
t f
Creek, Arizona.
Those
May Form Stock Company
interested in the formation of a stock
company or in devising some method
in
tc provide tent accommodations
the Rito de los Frijoles for tourists
and campers will meet tonight at
eight o'clock in the office of the Santa
If a
Fe Water and Light company.
stock company is organized the capitalization will probably be $1,200 or
All those interested are ask$1,500.
ed to be present.
The temperature
The
Weather
yesterday registered from 30 to 65 degrees, and the average relative humidity was 30 per cent. The lowest
temperature during last night was 52
degrees, and at t a. m. today it was
55 degrees.
Yesterday was a clear
d&y, much colder early in the morning and partly cloudy in the afternoon. The moon shone brightly last
night and was one of those ideal
moonlight nights Santa Feans see.
Will Have New Front A. Windsor
has been given the contract to erect
a new and
glass front for

The Human Heart
The heart it wonderful double pump, through the
action of which the blood stream is kept sweeping
round and round through the body at the rate of seven
miles an hour. " Remember this, thct our bodies
will not stand the strain of
k
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smoothly without oil." After many years of study in the
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce found
that when the stomach was out of order, the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This be called
over-wor-

-

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery " helps the stomach to
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It is especially adapted, to diseases
attended vith excessive tissue waste, notably in convalescence from various
fevers, for
people and those who are always " catching cold."
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent on receipt of 31
d
book of 1008 pages. Address Dr.
stamps for the French
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
.

one-ce- nt

cloth-boun-

kindly send to this office the names
the members of the Boards of Directors and Boards, of Education
with their POST OFFICE addresses
within your county, being careful to

&

Supply Co.

I

Wholesale and Retail

I

of

indicate the President and Secretary
of each Board. - If possible please
send in this information within the
next TEN days.
Institute arrangements have been
completed in only about half the counties of the territory and we hope that
the plana may be fully made and
contracts for conductors and instructors submitted from the other counties as soon as possible. ; The Insti
tute Manual will be ready for disthe
Undertaking es' tribution before the end of May. We
tablishment on ,San Francisco street. believe that this manual will be the
All outlines are
The "swell" fronts" that many stores best yet 'ssued.
now have attract the attention of all based upon he text books to be used
passersby and speak well for the during the period beginning June 1,
1911. It will, therefore, be necessary
progress of the city.
for county superintendents to see to
it that the local dealers have supWILL BRING ELKS HERE.
plies of the various text books. Please
consult the enclosed list and find out
(Continued From Page One.)
if all the text books of this list can
be procured at the place where the
will be held.
Section 3704 of the Compiled Laws of institute
We are hoping to have during the
1S97 provides that the people shall
be secure in their persons, houses, institute season some new features.
papers and possessions, from all un- Lecturers from the various educationreasonable seizures or searches. Can al institutions will visit institutes
it be contended, for example, that the from time to time whenever possible
game and fish warden having reason and we are planning to have two or
to believe that there has been a vio- - three specialists along certain lines
lation of the law by a camping party, in the territory. Another blank not
is prohibited from making
instant used heretofore will be sent out to
search of the camp of such party, Its the various counties, called a TeachThis blank
wagons, fish baskets, game bags or ers' Information Blank.
other accoutrements, with a view to will be supplied by the department
which
would and will be filed out by all teachers
securing evidence
From this the
'warrant him in making an arrest? I attending institute.
believe not, no do I believe that such general institute information blank
search can be designated as unreas-- ; may be easily filled out by the superintendent .
onable.
y
Yours very, truly,
;
Special Levies.
Please give careful attention to the
H. J. Clancy,
matter of special
levies by your
Assistant Attorney-GeneraBoards of Directors and by vote of
Educational Matters.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- - your people. Look carefully into the
i tion
J. E. Clark has worded the fol legal requirements regarding these
levies and ask your directors to make
lowing letter:
levies sufficiently large to bring the
Gentlemen :
As the Boards of School Directors funds to meet the expense of a school
The
have probably organized throughout term of seven to ten months.
will you levy should be made righ.. away and
your county by this time,
'

Akers-Wagn-

l.

Santa Fe Hardware
IIP

FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1911.

S. M.

County
reported to the Boar a of
Commissioners
in order that ' the
assessors will not be inconvenienced
It is
by tardy report on the item.
the opinion of the attorney general
that the voters of the district may
make a fifteen mill levy and the Directors make an additional levy of
five mills,, making a total of twenty
The levy for school purposes
mills.
may be the laregst levy made for
any item in the precinct but there is
no other interest of as great importance as that of the public, schools.
Delegation to Convention.
So far as you have been able to
find put, what is the probability of
the attendance of your teachers within your county at the National Educational Association, July 8th to 14th
at San Francisco? This Department
has had several inquiries and a good
delegation is expected from New
Mexico.
The far- from Albuquerque
and El Paso, round trip, will be
forty dollars, and the rates fromjjther
points may ,be estimated in accordance with this rate or may be ascertained accurately from local agents.
In order to arouse interest in the
National
Educational Association,
please send the names of your teachers with request for circulars to be
sent them to Mr. James Barr, StockHe will be glad to
ton, California.
cooperate with you in securing a
good attendance from your county.
J. E. CLARK.
U
-

-

REBELS MARCH ON
CHIHUAHUA.
(Continued

From

Page One.)

The appointhis cabinet officers.
;'
ments follow:
Dr. Vasquez Gomez, minister
of
lureigu reiauuiis.
Gustavo Madero, brother of Francisco, jr., minister of finance.
Venus Venustiano Carranza, minister of war.
of the interior.
Pino Suarez, minister of justice.
Juan Sanchez Azcona, secretary to
the president.
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